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It wouldn’t be the first time I’ve 
thought this lately, but what a wild 
couple of months it’s been.

   In the time since issue #1 dropped, I’m 
one of the six million Victorians who have 
been through not one, not two but now 
three snap lockdowns. Likewise there 
are millions more in Queensland, WA, 
South Australia and even the Northern 
Territory who have faced similarly sud-
den restrictions, while New South Wales 
are currently in the midst of a devastating 
Covid-19 outbreak.
  It’s actually quite remarkable that 
amongst all that, there’s been no short-
age of Australian wrestling to catch up 
on, including some of the best matches 
and events we’re likely to see all year. In 
May, Aussie Open and the  Velocities put 
on one of the most exciting matches I can 
ever recall watching, for Pro Wrestling 
Australia in Sydney, while Deathmatch 
Downunder would later crown its first 
heavyweight champion during a brilliant 
two-night show, in Melbourne.
   This latest edition of AusWres covers it 
all; the lows of lockdown amidst the highs 
of those shows that have been able to go 
ahead. Plus, Damian Slater talks about 
the niche he’s built for himself in the in-
dustry and his plans for the future, while 

Callen Butcher gives us an insight into 
what it’s like to wrestle a San Jose Glass 
Crush Deathmatch. Those were actually 
two of the most enjoyable interviews I’ve 
ever had the privilege of conducting, and 
I only hope the stories do them justice.
   I also caught up with the lads from the 
On The Turnbuckle podcast and Sarah 
Newman from New Photography Studios 
in the hope of shining a spotlight on those 
involved in the wider Aussie wrestling 
scene, both inside and outside the ring.
   Another reason it’s been a noteworthy 
month, personally, is I shaved my bald-
ing head for the first time in four years, 
so last issue’s photo is now out of date. I 
also realise I never actually disclosed my 
name in the previous issue, something 
which was only brought to my attention 
after publication.
   Anyway, my name’s Elliott, and again 
I’d like to thank you all for checking this 
out. I hope you enjoy reading issue #2 
as much as I enjoyed putting it together. 
And please feel free to get in touch with 
any comments, questions, feedback, or 
just to talk Aussie wrestling in general, 
by reaching out via Facebook, Twitter or 
email at contact@auswres.com.

Let’s get to it.

Special thanks: Damian Slater, Callen Butcher, On The Turnbuckle, New Photography Studios, Pix Photography, Jake 
Hurdle Photography, Digital Beard Photography, Eric Mack, Kyle Mundie, Timothy Wilks, Australian Wrestling Network.
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NEWS
inbrief
AUSSIE Open and the 
Velocities’ exceptional 
match for Pro Wrestling 
Australia (PWA) in May 
earned worldwide 
acclaim - and rightly 
so - from one of the 
wrestling industry’s most
renowned journalists.
   Dave Meltzer, the 
brains behind the
Wrestling Observer 
Newsletter, named the 
tag team bout from 
PWA’s May 8 show as 
the greatest wrestling 
match to take place 
anywhere in the world for 
that week.
   He also singled out 
one of its participants, 
Paris De Silva, as the 
Wrestler of the Week in 
the May 17 edition of his 
publication.
  In a subsequent review 
of the 36-minute classic, 
Meltzer rated the match 
4.75 stars on his famous 
5-star match rating 
scale. He dubbed some 
moments “out of this 
world” and highlighted 
Aussie Open’s “creative 
as hell” offence in his 
rundown of the contest.
   The commentary team 
was also given some 
much-deserved, and 
oddly specific, praise.
   “Announcers Andrew 
Rose and Kris Gale also 
did one hell of a job 
telling the story of the 
match,” wrote Meltzer. 
   “There isn’t a WWE 
announce team right 
now that brings 30 
percent of the excite-
ment to a big match that 
these two did.”
   The event, PWA: Auss-
ie Open vs. Velocities, 
is available to stream 
on demand via the FITE 
network. Download the 
FITE app or go to www.
fite.tv to check it out if 
you haven’t already.

FITE ADDITIONS
More Aussie promotions can now be found
amongst digital streaming site’s growing catalogue

inbrief
ROBBIE Eagles became 
the first Australian to 
hold the IWGP Junior 
Heavyweight champion-
ship in the title’s 35-year 
illustrious history.
   Eagles, who has been 
wrestling predominantly 
throughout Australia 
since the turn of the 
year, beat Desperado to 
capture the belt at New 
Japan Pro Wrestling: 
Grand Slam in Tokyo 
Dome on July 25.
   The 31-year-old has 
performed for NJPW 
since 2018 but spent 
the first half of 2021 
on home soil turning, 
touring the country and 
turning out for a total of 
nine different promotions 
across NSW, Victoria 
and Western Australia.
   Eagles is widely 
expected to face Hiromu 
Takahashi in his first 
defence of the belt, with 
a date still yet to be set.

MELBOURNE City Wres-
tling (MCW) is launching 
its new Fusion concept 
at the second attempt.
   MCW: Fusion is a 
new event experience 
that aims to bring the 
promotion’s talent to fans 
in a more “exclusive, 
intimate and personal” 
way. The show is set for 
Sunday, September 4, 
after an intended debut 
in May was derailed due 
to Covid-19 restrictions, 
and will take place at 
the MCW Academy in 
Somerton VIC.
   Already announced 
for the show is Adam 
Brooks vs. Royce Cham-
bers in a non-title match, 
Tony Villani vs. Edward 
Dusk and Emman the 
Kid vs. Anth Cava.
   Go to www.MCWtix.
com.au to get your tick-
ets now.  

GOLD RUSH
Two new major championships introduced

by promotions in neighbouring states
TWO more Aussie promotions have 
announced partnerships with the FITE 
network - although one has been forced 
to wait to make its debut on the platform 
due to the coronavirus pandemic.
   Melbourne City Wrestling (MCW) and 
Future Wrestling Australia (FWA) recently 
revealed they will be joining a growing 
catalogue of Aussie wrestling content 
available on the streaming service.
   FWA made their announcement in May 
but later had to postpone not one but two 
shows that were scheduled to stream live 
on the platform, due to Greater Sydney’s 
escalating Covid-19 outbreak.
   MCW, meanwhile, teased their part-
nership a little over a week later, before 
eventually making three shows available 
for on demand viewing.
   It comes after the likes of Pro Wres-
tling Australia (PWA) and Professional 
Championship Wrestling (PCW) recently 

launched content on the FITE network, 
which is widely regarded as the leading 
digital streaming service dedicated to 
combat sports and where you can find 
the likes of All Elite Wrestling, Ring of 
Honor and New Japan Pro Wrestling.
   FWA revealed its partnership with FITE 
on May 28, announcing that Resolution 
IV on June 20 would stream live on the 
service. However, a rise in Covid-19 
cases in Sydney forced the promotion to 
postpone that event.
   Battle 4 Destiny, the July 31 show, was 
then announced for the platform but it too 
had to be pushed back. All FWA shows 
have been postponed until the local
lockdown is lifted.
   MCW broke its news in a brief social 
media post name dropping the network 
on June 6. The next day FITE revealed 
that March’s Ballroom Brawl show would 
premier on the service on June 12.
   New Horizons, from May 8, and Winter 
Warfare, from July 10, were then also 
made available shortly after taking place. 
Each MCW show can be purchased for 
$9.99 USD. Download the app or go to 
www.fite.tv for more information.

FWA: Resolution IV had been due to 
stream live on FITE. Photo: FWA

MCW: Winter Warfare is now available on 
demand via FITE. Photo: MCW

A PAIR of new championship title belts 
have been unveiled by promotions in
Victoria and South Australia, with one
inaugural title-holder already having 
been crowned.
   Deathmatch Downunder (DMDU) was 
the first to introduce its new gold as 
Ritchie Taylor became the promotion’s 
first-ever Heavyweight Champion by 
winning a multi-person tournament at a 
two-night show in Carlton VIC in May.
  And Riot City Wrestling (RCW) then un-
veiled its Emerald Crown Championship 
the following month at Strike First, Strike 
Hard in Hindmarsh SA. The maiden 
champion will be the winner of the C4 
Absolute Grand Prix, contested between 
Chris Basso, James Kray, Mike Boomer 
and Adam Brooks.
   We got our first glimpse of the DMDU 
Heavyweight Championship when it was 
revealed that a 16-person tournament 

would be held to crown the inaugural 
champion at the double-header event 
The Juice is Worth the Squeeze.
   Ritchie Taylor would go on to win the 
belt, which features a classic design 
bearing the DMDU logo over a blue 
globe, and old school ‘heavyweight 
wrestling champion’ embossing flanked 
by two light tubes. He beat Rochelle 
Rogue, JXT, Caveman Ugg and Charli 
Evans on his way to capturing the title.
   RCW’s Emerald Crown Championship 
has something of a more contemporary 
feel, bearing a large gold crown over 
an emerald green background. Like the 
DMDU championship, the first holder 
of the gold will also be determined by a 
tournament.
   Basso, Kray, Boomer and Brooks are 
currently in the midst of that series, with 
Brooks top of the standings on four 
points after two wins from two. Each 
wrestler will face each other once, with 
two points up for grabs for a victory. 
Whoever has the most points at the end 
of the series will earn the Emerald Crown. 
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Ritchie Taylor is DMDU’s first-ever Heavy-
weight Champion. Photo: Digital Beard.

RCW’s new Emerald Crown Championship. 
Photo: Riot City Wrestling



inbrief
TASMANIAN Champi-
onship Wrestling (TCW) 
has called out ‘deroga-
tory, disrespectful and 
unacceptable’ behaviour 
of an isolated number of 
fans at a recent show.
   Some members of the 
audience were heard 
“directing inappropriate 
and derogatory com-
ments and gestures” to 
the promotion’s female 
talent, while “disrespect-
ful comments and be-
haviour” was observed 
during the Acknowledge-
ment of Country at the 
top of the show.
   There were also issues 
with “childish and tact-
less comments” being 
directed at an interstate 
guest and reports of a 
fan entering the ring after 
the show.
   The promotion has 
made a strong stand, 
branding the behaviour 
unacceptable and warn-
ing and repeats of such 
conduct will be banned 
from future shows.
   A message on the pro-
motion’s Facebook page 
read: “The TCW family 
is one that is inclusive 
to all... If you do not feel 
that you can embrace 
that ethos, please do not 
attend future shows.
   “Anyone who 
engages in any of the 
above behaviours, or 
conducts themselves in 
any other inappropriate/
risky/disrespectful way 
at TCW shows will be 
asked to leave and will 
be banned.”
   “Generally, our fans 
are absolutely the best 
and we love you all. So 
hopefully by addressing 
this today, these 
incidents remain 
isolated. Together, we 
move forward and keep 
the shows great.”

CULTURE CLUB
Footy club teams up with indigenous star to 

celebrate culture with commemorative jumper
A VICTORIAN football club has
collaborated with one of the state’s top 
wrestlers as part of the country’s
celebration of the history, culture and 
achievements of Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander peoples.
   Sunshine North Football Club donned 
commemorative jumpers designed by 
Erika Reid for its Western Region Foot-
ball League clash with Sunshine Heights 
on July 10 to mark this year’s NAIDOC 
(National Aborigines and Islanders Day 
Observance Committee) week.
   The design, which features aboriginal 
artwork atop the club’s trademark red, 
white and black stripes, was the first that 
Erika has shared outside her circle of 
family and friends.
   In an interview shared on the club’s 
social media pages, she spoke of the
importance of embracing one’s culture 
and how grateful she is to be able to 
share her own with others.
   “Your heritage, your culture, your roots, 
it gives you all your answers to who you 
are and it’s incredibly important that I 
can do that for other young kids, be-
cause I didn’t have that,” she said.
   “That was a big part of me that was 
missing... And now that I’ve found that 
part of myself and I get to relate to and 
understand other children, teenagers 
and even adults, it’s incredibly important 
because this is the only way it’s going 
to stay alive. Other cultures can come 
in and [try to] colonise us, but really you 
can’t colonise us. You think you have but 
we’re very much alive.”
   She added: “I’m a big believer in being 
the person you needed as a child. And I 

feel like by exploring my culture and my 
art, this is a way that I am being a role 
model that I needed as a child.”
   Both inside a wrestling ring and out of 
it, art has long been a part of Erika’s life. 
And as anxious she was about branch-
ing out with this latest work, she hopes 
it will push her to continue exploring her 
culture in news ways.
   “Art is a big thing in my family,” she 
added. “My uncle is an indigenous artist 
in Queensland, so it’s just always been 
there and it just kind of felt natural.
   “I’ve always been a very creative
person and now I can use my culture 
and explore the artistic side of myself 
through a different medium.
   “It’s always been there, it’s just now 
that I’m experimenting with it, it’s
blossomed into this cool thing.”

Players pose with Erika’s jumper.
Photo: Sunshine North Football Club
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inbrief
AUSTRALIAN indie 
wrestling was show-
cased on SEN Radio’s 
morning show, hosted 
by legendary Fox Sports 
commentator Andrew 
Voss, as Keegan Brettle 
was welcomed as a 
special guest in June.
   The segment came 
about after Voss had 
been present at All 
Star Wrestling Australia 
(ASWA)’s Collector Con 
show in Penrith NSW 
on May 30, where he 
shared an image of 
Brettle hitting his top 
rope Frog Splash with 
the caption, “How good 
is this?”
   Brettle was then invited 
onto the show where he 
spoke about the origin 
of his character, his 
influences and ASWA’s 
forthcoming A Night To 
Remember II show. Voss 
also chimed in with his 
own Aussie wrestling 
memories as a fan of 
the industry during his 
childhood.
   Brettle, who is the 
reigning Australian 
Wrestling Superstars 
(AWS) Hardcore Cham-
pion, and also known 
for his VB-inspired 
singlet and his habit of 
chugging beers before, 
during and after
matches, explained 
to Voss: “When I was 
getting into wrestling 
I was told to find what 
works for you and your 
character, and I was 
told to be yourself. And 
I like to drink at the pub 
on the weekends and 
I’m a pretty ordinary 
Aussie bloke and I love 
my footie, and I thought 
why not do this - why not 
drink beers in the ring.”
   You can check out the 
interview by visiting 
ASWA’s Facebook page.

FLYING THE FLAG
Outpouring of positivity as many across the
wrestling world celebrate Pride Month
LOVE, support and positivity were 
shared in droves as vast swathes of the 
Australian wrestling community showed 
allyship with the LBTQIA+ community to 
mark Pride Month in June.
   Many promotions across the 
country flew the flag and adopted both 
the traditional LGBTQIA+ colours, as well 
as the 11-stripe Pride Progress colours, 
in social media posts while others shared 
messages of inclusion and spoke of the 
importance of education.
   Adelaide Championship Wrestling 
(ACW) wrote on social media: “Pride 
Month celebrates the diversity of the 
lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender and 
intersex community. Here at ACW we 
believe that wrestling is for everyone, 
no matter of your sexual orientation or 
gender identity.”
   Deathmatch Downunder (DMDU) 
added: “Happy Pride Month from DMDU! 
Remember to take time this June, and 

year round, to learn about the origins of 
Pride and educate yourself on the issues 
facing LGBTQIA+ people today, particu-
larly trans and queer people of colour.
   Other announcements were greeted 
with positivity, including Explosive Pro 
Wrestling ace Casey Johns’ brave reveal 
that they are transgender, news that was 
celebrated and met with overwhelming 
support from many in the wrestling world.
   One person wrote: “I just saw this 
because someone I follow RT’d it, but 
congrats! I know it’s not easy, but I’m 
proud of you!”
   Rocky Menero added: “Love you 
Case,” while Joel Bateman wrote: “Fuck 
yes. Love this. Rapt for you.”
   You can find further LGBTQIA+
information, resources and networks at:
   - www.pridefoundation.org.au,
   - www.australianpridenetwork.com.au
   - www.blackrainbow.org.au or
   - www.rainbownetwork.com.au

A number of 
promotions 
across the 
nation flew 
the flag to 
mark Pride 
Month in 
June.
Photo: Daniel 
Quasar



NEWS
inbrief
MAT Diamond suffered a 
torn MCL just one minute 
into a tag match against 
Aussie Open in June - 
however his layoff is 
expected to be a 
relatively short one.
   The high-flyer jarred 
his knee early on going 
for a running dropkick in 
the corner, but was able 
to wrestle for another 15 
minutes and ultimately 
finish the match.
   He later revealed his 
diagnosis on Twitter, 
writing: “Unfortunately 
60 secs into wrestling 
Aussie Open I landed 
awkwardly and hurt my 
right knee. I saw my 
physio today and it’s a 
Grade 2 MCL tear so I’ll 
be on the sidelines for a 
couple of months.
   “I’m in good spirits so 
don’t feel too bad for me, 
I’ll be back ASAP!”
   Diamond is already 
booked for Newcastle 
Pro Wrestling’s Rumble 
in the Jungle show on 
September 3 when he 
is due to face Carter 
Deams in a champion 
vs. champion clash.

PRO Wrestling Australia 
(PWA)’s annual Coli-
seum tournament has 
been postponed for the 
second year in a row.
   The tournament was 
due to be held over 
the weekend of August 
13-14 but has been 
postponed “until further 
notice” due to Sydney’s 
ongoing coronavirus 
restrictions.
   Royce Chambers, 
Charli Evans and Gavin 
McGavin had previously 
been announced for the 
show. A new date is set 
to be revealed in the 
not too distant future. 
Refunds are available.

REALITY WRESTLING
Two worlds collide as reality TV show
collaborates with stars of Aussie pro wrestling
CHANNEL 9’s Beauty and the Geek 
filmed part of a recent episode at the 
Factory Theatre, in Marrickville NSW, 
where they were joined by a host of Pro 
Wrestling Australia (PWA) stars.
   Contestants were welcomed to the 
venue as Jack J Bonza and Sam 
Osborne sparred in the ring, before
being told they would be forging their 
own tag teams and stepping into the ring 
with the likes of Charli Evans, Jessica 
Troy, Mick Moretti and Osborne.
   Bonza had earlier welcomed the
participants before outlining their
challenge and giving a friendly pep talk 
to get them on their way.
   “Today’s going to be one of the most 
difficult things you ever have to do,” he 
said. “Today is going to hurt, today is 
going to push you to your absolute limits. 
Good luck.”
   Credit to the contestants, many had a 

good go of it. Osborne was described as 
a “chunky sausage” by one of the geeks, 
who was attempting to complement the 
new PWWA Champion’s physique, while 
another trash-talked Moretti by calling 
him an “egghead”. 
   Moments later, Moretti laid him out.
   The episode highlighted not just the 
spectacle of pro wrestling but the brilliant 
training opportunities on offer here in 
Australia, with both the beauties and the 
geeks being taught the basics ahead 
of their matches. Many promotions later 
took to social media to shout about those 
excellent training opportunities, with PWA 
themselves sharing a map of pro 
wrestling schools across Queensland, 
NSW, Victoria, South Australia and
Western Australia.
   Go to PWA’s Facebook or Twitter page 
to find the post. You can also watch the 
episode on demand via 9Now. 

Jessica 
Troy locks 
up with a 
participant 
from the 
show.
Credit: 
Nine

inbrief
A FEW familiar faces 
have been announced 
for the Rumble match at 
Newcastle Pro Wrestling 
(NPW)’s Rumble in the 
Jungle show.
   Mick Moretti was 
the first to be named, 
followed shortly by Mat 
Rogers, Adam Hoffman, 
Tyson Reed and Shayne 
Sheffield-Sinclair.
   The match will feature 
a total of 30 participants 
and is set to take place 
at Newcastle City Hall on 
September 3.
   Follow NPW on social 
media for more updates 
regarding the show.

PROFESSIONAL 
Championship Wrestling 
(PCW) helped raise 
almost $500 for Motor 
Neurone Disease charity 
Fight MND.
   The promotion hosted 
an after party following 
its July 3 event PCW: 
Carnage, at which $225 
was raised. PCW then 
matched that donation to 
take the total to $450.
   The promotion has 
thanked everyone who 
helped with the
fundraising efforts.

LOGAN Grey, former 
Explosive Pro Wrestling 
(EPW) Heavyweight and 
Tag Team Champion, 
has released a new 
single with his band 
Darkmatter.
   Binge is the lead 
singles from the group’s 
eponymous album, due 
to be released soon.
   Grey is the band’s lead 
singer. The new single 
is now available on all 
streaming platforms, 
while you can check 
out the music video on 
YouTube.

VALE LUKE CHINN
Friends and fans mourn the loss of “very

clever and capable” wrestler turned trainer
THE Queensland wrestling scene is 
mourning the loss of a well-loved wrestler 
and trainer.
   Luke Chinn, also known as the Weird 
One, died in May following a battle with a 
“life-limiting disease”, as announced by 
Impact Pro Wrestling Australia (IPW).
   The promotion, where Luke both
performed in the ring and trained up-
and-coming talent, paid tribute to him in 
a post shared on social media. 
   It read: “It is with immense sadness 
that Impact Pro Wrestling announces the 
passing of a fellow wrestler, son, brother 
and friend, Luke Chinn, better known as 
the Weird One.
   “Despite his comic ways he was in fact 
a very clever and capable wrestler. Over 
the years his mentor, Peter Ball, utilised 
Luke’s ability to train up and coming 
wrestlers at the Sweatshop on the Gold 
Coast. There are many that will testify 
that Luke helped them along their way to 
becoming wrestlers.
   “Following his diagnosis of a life 
limiting disease, Luke approached the 
end of his days with both sadness and 
some of his usual humour. 
   “Luke will always be remembered as 
helping shape IPW and will be missed. 
Our thoughts and prayers go out to his 
family and friends.”
   Friends, fans and former colleagues 
were also quick to share their fond
memories of Luke.
   One person wrote: “Rest well mate.
thank you for all the wonderful 
memories. Was always a pleasure 
watching you perform. Thoughts with 
your family and friends.” Another added: 

“Rest well mate. You were one of the 
good ones. You’ll be missed.”
   Luke wrestled for almost two decades, 
featuring for the likes of IPW, World 
Championship Wrestling Australia and 
Major Impact Wrestling.
   He was known for producing some 
truly unique wrestling characters, 
including the Weird One, Mr Wone, 
Jeremy Cappella and Venis. He also had 
an imaginary ‘frenemy’ named Igor, with 
whom he feuded in the early 2000s.
   “He will be missed and certainly never 
forgotten,” the IPW tribute piece added. 
“The family respectfully requests privacy 
at this sad time.”
   Special thanks to IPW and www.
MrJComics.com for quotes and historical 
references.

Luke Chinn, also known as the Weird One. 
Photo: IPW Australia
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NEWS
inbrief
A POPULAR Queensland 
wrestling promotion is 
returning to action for 
the first time since the 
outbreak of Covid-19.
   Pro Wrestling League 
announced on July 12 
it will soon be back in 
business, sharing a 
video on social media 
reading, “we’re back,” 
alongside the message: 
“We’ve missed you. 
More info coming soon.”
   The promotion hasn’t 
hosted a show since 
February 2020 but used 
to stage regular events 
on the Gold Coast as 
well as in Brisbane.
   Three Count Pro 
Wrestling Academy, the 
Beenleigh-based school 
at which Aussie Open’s 
Mark Davis is head train-
er, is set to be involved 
in the promotion’s return
   The academy wrote on 
its social media pages: 
“Three Count Pro Wres-
tling Academy is proud 
to be involved with the 
return of Pro Wrestling 
League, with students 
from out school leading 
the forefront of pro wres-
tling in Brisbane.”

MELBOURNE City 
Wrestling is hosting an 
assessment day for 
prospective Academy 
trainees.
   It will take place on 
Saturday, August 28, 
at the MCW Academy 
in Somerton VIC and 
is designed to assess 
potential applicants’ ap-
titude and desire to be 
involved in the wrestling 
business through
rigorous physical and 
mental assessments.
   An application form 
is available at www.
mcwacademy.com.au/
applicaton.

D.R.E.A.M. MATCH
Deathmatch wrestling to reach new heights in
Australia with eight-person tournament 
AUSTRALIA’S first-ever 
deathmatch tournament 
is due to take place in 
August with a full field of 
participants now officially 
announced.
   Deathmatch Downunder 
(DMDU) is hosting Death 
Rules Everything Around 
Me at the Arrow on
Swanston in Carlton VIC 
on Saturday, August 21.
   A bracket of eight par-

under hardcore stipulations for well over 
a decade.
   Butcher and Rivers headlined 
DMDU’s inaugural show in a 100 Light 
Tube deathmatch, while every one of 
Rivers’ matches in 2021 has had 
some form of hardcore stipulation 
attached to it.
   York is a rather newer addition to the 
world of deathmatch wrestling but has 
appeared in multiple tag team
deathmatches as well as a brutal Dog 
Collar match with Butcher last month.
   Whittaker is perhaps the only name 
who would not be considered a hardcore 

inbrief
RIOT City Wrestling 
(RCW) is the latest 
Australian promotion to 
be added to the mobile 
game Indie Wrestler.
   Indie Wrestler is a 
unique, tap-based game 
where users create a 
character and work their 
way through the
wrestling industry to 
become world champion 
at some of the biggest 
real-world promotions 
from Europe, Asia, North 
America and beyond.
   RCW is now amongst 
the unlockable
promotions in the game, 
joining fellow Australian 
groups Explosive Pro 
Wrestling, Pro Wrestling 
Australia, Explosive Pro 
Wrestling and Melbourne 
City Wrestling.
   The app is available on 
both iOS and Android. 
Go to the App or Play 
store to download it now.

TWO of life’s great
pleasures have com-
bined to produce a pro 
wrestling-themed beer.
   Pro Wrestling Australia 
(PWA) has teamed up 
with Campbelltown’s 
Beer Shed Brewing to 
bring you Lucha Lager.
   The beer was planned 
to be made available at 
PWA’s brewery show, 
which had been due to 
take place on July 10 but 
was cancelled due to 
Greater Sydney’s 
coronavirus outbreak.
   However, you can 
still get your hands on 
a bottle by collecting in 
person. It is also set to 
be made available via 
the Beer Shed Brewing 
website soon.
   The beer has an ABV 
of 4.9% and a 330ml 
bottle is approximately 
1.3 standard drinks.

SHOWS PUSHED BACK
Brief summary of some of the events that have been 

axed or pushed back due to Covid-19 restrictions
A NUMBER of events have been pushed 
back or cancelled amidst both new and 
existing lockdowns across the country.
   New South Wales’ continuing lockdown 
has been extended a number of times, 
while the likes of south east Queensland 
and Victoria have also had similar 
stay-at-home orders reintroduced in 
recent weeks.
   Shows that have been cancelled or 
postponed include:
   - Professional Championship Wrestling: 
Ignition, August 7. POSTPONED, new 
date to be confirmed.
   - Impact Pro Wrestling Australia: 
Reboot, August 7. POSTPONED, new 
date to be confirmed.
   - Pro Wrestling Australia: Coliseum, 
August 13-14. POSTPONED, new date to 

be confirmed.
   - Pro Wrestling Australia: Call to 
Arms, July 23. POSTPONED until 
September 17.
   - Future Wrestling Australia. All 
upcoming events POSTPONED until 
further notice.
   - Melbourne City Wrestling: Fight to 
Survive, August 14. POSTPONED until 
September 11. 
   - Venom Pro Wrestling: Overload 5, 
July 31. POSTPONED until August 21.
   - Adrenaline Pro Wrestling: Breakout, 
August 20. CANCELLED.
   Further events may yet be announced 
in the coming days and weeks. Now 
more than ever it’s worthwhile following 
your favourite promotions on social 
media to stay up to date.

Melbourne City Wrestling are amongst a number of promotions to share new dates for 
shows, such as Fight to Survive, due to ongoing lockdown restrictions. Photo: MCW

specialist, although he 
more than held his own 
in his deathmatch debut 
against Bateman in April.
   FOX, meanwhile, was a 
finalist in the promotion’s 
tag team title tournament 
in April but also has a 
Taipei Deathmatch and 
Caribbean Spider’s Web 
And Pit Of Tacks
Deathmatch under his 
belt for DMDU.

ticipants have already been confirmed 
for the tournament. Callen Butcher was 
the first to be announced, followed by 
Mad Dog, Damian Rivers and Vixsin. 
Atlas Whittaker, York, Joel Bateman and 
FOX were later added to the field.
   All eight names have been staples of 
DMDU’s deathmatch division since the 
promotion’s first show at the start of the 
year. The likes of Mad Dog, Bateman 
and Vixsin bring the most deathmatch 
experience to the field. Mad Dog is 
widely regarded as one of Australia’s 
most legendary hardcore wrestlers, while 
Bateman and Vixsin have been wrestling 

10 11

Photo: 
DMDU

Photo: 
DMDU
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THINGS looked so rosy at the start of 
May. Perth and Brisbane had recently 
emerged from snap lockdowns, Sydney-

siders would soon do away with compulsory 
mask-wearing, even Victoria had gone almost 
three months without recording a single locally 
transmitted case of Covid-19.
   Australian wrestling, amongst other things, 
was starting to feel the rub. Live events were 
returning, and with audiences in attendance, 
while some promotions were even bringing in 
talent from interstate. Business, as one man 
may say, was almost starting to boom.
   But as the month drew to a close, the
landscape changed in a flash. Fresh Covid-19 
cases emerged in Victoria and New South 
Wales (NSW) and we saw lockdowns and 
restrictions reintroduced. Having gradually 
started the process of opening up and welcom-
ing stars from over state borders, promoters 
across the country were left scratching their 
heads and scrambling to find a solution.
   The situation, as you’re all too aware, went 
from bad to worse, and come July more than 
half of the entire population was in lockdown 
amid outbreaks all over Australia.
   Here, AusWres looks back at how those 
events unfolded and the impacts they had on 
the indie wrestling scene.

*

AFTER 87 days without any recorded
community transmission of COVID-19, four 
cases were reported in a northern Melbourne 
suburb on Monday, May 24. Within three days 
that cluster had grown to 26 cases and a

borders.
   Adelaide Championship Wrestling 
(ACW) had drafted in Victoria-based 
Broderick and Natasha Valentine for the 
former to challenge Duke Marshall for 
the ACW Evolve Championship. 
Ironically, promoter Kyle Mundie had 
previously avoided bringing in interstate 
talent due to concerns over possible 
lockdowns, but he’d taken the gamble 
for their May 29 Eminence show.
   “It was a bit of a surprise as things had 
been pretty good in Victoria for about 
six months,” says Kyle. “We had actually 
been pretty hesitant with bringing people 
over for that reason, but this time we 
thought bugger it. And we were going to 
get them down for a couple of shows.”
   Instead, Broderick and Natasha 
remained grounded in Victoria, marking 
the second time Broderick had seen his 
ACW debut shelved after he’d broken 

lockedlocked
down

Almost all of us have been affected by lockdown measures of some sort 
in reent months. Wrestling promotions are no exception.. This look back 
provides a snapshot of just some of the stories of how companies across 
the country have been affected...

and haven’t been as bad as people might’ve 
thought. Unfortunately this one didn’t pan out 
that way and we had to bite the bullet and 
make the change.”
   A rare piece of good news then presented 
itself in the form of Adam Brooks, a former ACW 
Heavyweight Champion and one of the greatest 
talents in Australia.
   “Adam’s one of the best wrestlers in the 
country, soon even worldwide the way he’s 
going. He knew what was happening and knew 
he had bookings in Melbourne that would be 

statewide lockdown was 
imposed.
   It was a close shave for 
promotions such as
Deathmatch Downunder 
(DMDU), which staged a 
16-person, two-night 
tournament to crown its 
inaugural world 
champion just days 
before the outbreak. 
Others weren’t so lucky.
   A whole host of Victorian
promotions - including 
Melbourne City Wrestling, 
Professional Championship 
Wrestling, Battle 
Championship Wrestling, 
Adrenaline Pro Wrestling 
and Gippsland Pro 
Wrestling - each had to 
postpone events that were 
due to take place that 
weekend. But the impact 
of the lockdown reached 
far beyond the state’s own 

his ankle on a 
previous occasion. 
Fortunately, the 
pair had been set 
to stay with friends 
and family and 
so there were no 
losses incurred for 
hotel rooms. One 
thing that wasn’t 
avoided, though, 
was a scramble 
to put together a 
contingency plan.
   “As soon as it was an-
nounced,” Kyle recalls,
“we put in motion what 
we needed to do. We 
started having thoughts 
about what needed to be 
done and what needed to 
change. 
   “There’s been a couple 
of lockdowns that have 
been over very quickly AW
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called off, so he hit me up and said, ‘If 
you need me, I’m available,’ so that made 
things really easy for me.”
   Kyle could also call on his friends at 
nearby promotion Riot City Wrestling 
(RCW) who were more than happy to 
help out.
   “We were kind of lucky in that respect
because RCW, they’re probably the 
biggest promotion in the state, have lots 
of wrestlers and we could count on them. 
They’ve got lots of good feeder talent, so 
we called a couple of their guys in. And 
we’ve also got a masked character that 
we don’t use very often who we were able 
to call in too.
   “It was just about moving those building 
blocks to allow us to still have those 
stories building up to our big shows.”
   

*

main event. Only problem was, two of its 
participants were locked down in Victoria.
   Callen Butcher had been due to face Xero in 
a Four Corners of Pain Deathmatch, while Joel 
Bateman - also the reigning Explicit Hardcore 

on the Tuesday. Wednesday we realised there 
was probably going to be an issue with the 
show so we had to move quickly.”
   On the Thursday, when a lockdown was 
announced, SUPLEX made their move. Rather 
than ditch the matches completely, they kept 
the advertised stipulations and tweaked the 
participants. It meant Rip Rielly had to step up 
into the Four Corners of Pain match and the 
Brawler was drafted in, having not initially been 
on the card, for the Light Tube bout. Nothing 
too strenuous, then.
   Wilks added: “The Melbourne guys all had 
flights booked and things like that, so they had 
to deal with all those changes and try to get 
their money back etcetera.
   “We still had a bunch of guys coming down 
from Queensland as well who were thankfully 
driving, because we were also a little panicked 
that Queensland might shut their borders and 
not let anyone out. That would have meant Billy 
Mac vs. Lucille Brawl didn’t happen, and we 
had Rielly, Yeet Stevens and Bobby Bishop 
coming down also.”
   Mercifully the border remained open, but 
there was another catch to come. Wilks and 
Spade had been in Melbourne for DMDU’s 
double-header show on May 22. Visiting what 

stressed heads around the country right now.”
   Wilks spoke those words back at the start of 
June, but the worst was yet to come.

*

COME the middle of the month, Victoria was 
out of lockdown, but the country wasn’t out of 
the woods yet. On June 16 it was announced 
that new locally acquired Covid-19 cases had 
been recorded in Sydney. Within a week, that 
outbreak had grown to 36.
   Movement restrictions were imposed on a 
number of Sydney suburbs, as well as tighter 
social distancing measures for a number of 
neighbouring areas. It meant that by the time 
SUPLEX’s next event rolled around, another 
Explicit show, more changes were required.
   Just three days before showtime, Deathmatch 
at the Doylo - which had been due to take 
place in Doyalson - was uprooted and moved 
to the East Cessnock Bowling Club, some 55km 
away. But as Sydney’s outbreak grew, so too 
did the scope of the restrictions.
   Come the afternoon of the show, much of 
NSW was plunged into a lockdown, set to take 
effect from 6pm. SUPLEX had to cancel the 
show at just a few short hours’ notice.Champion - was booked in a Light Tube 

Deathmatch with Jackson Spade for the 
championship.
   Timothy Wilks, on-screen authority 
figure and a part of the creative team 
backstage, says the promotion had been 
planning those matches as far back as 
February. But within a matter of days, 
those plans were left in tatters.
   “We’d got our first normal show under 
our belt at the end of January and moving 
into February we had the itch for an 
18+ show, so we started making calls,”
he said.
   “As soon as I saw the case numbers 
spike, I started talking with Spade and 
going backward and forward working 
out what we do and how we manage that 
card if it happens.”
   “We started putting those plans together 

ACW were far from alone in facing gaps at the 
top of their card. On the same weekend, up in 
the Hunter Region of NSW, SUPLEX  
Wrestling had booked a show under its 18+ 
Explicit Wrestling banner with a bumper triple 

AW

AW

was now a Covid-19 hotspot 
meant they were unable to enter 
Queensland for 14 days. And 14 
days after DMDU, they were due 
to appear at Venom Pro 
Wrestling’s Backroom Brawl.
   “We went down for the big 
tournament and caught up 
with a bunch of friends there 
and it sort of backfired on us 
because we couldn’t get into 
Queensland,” he explained.
   “Had the show been on the 
Tuesday it wouldn’t have been 
a problem. But as it was on the 
Saturday, it was a problem. It 
just shows you the knock-on 
effect it can have on every-
thing else. There are plenty of 



A TIMELINE 
OF EVENTS
MAY 24 Victoria records four locally 
acquired cases of Covid-19, its first 
in 87 days.

MAY 27 The outbreak in Melbourne’s 
northern suburbs grows to 26.
Authorities impose a lockdown.

JUNE 2 The lockdown in Melbourne 
is extended for another seven days.

JUNE 10 Melbourne’s lockdown 
ends.

JUNE 17 NSW records two locally 
acquired cases of Covid-19, its first 
in 42 days.

JUNE 24 The outbreak, in Bondi, 
grows to 36 cases within a week.

JUNE 25 Parts of Sydney go into 
lockdown.

JUNE 26 Lockdown area extended 
to Greater Sydney, Blue Mountains, 
Central Coast and Wollongong.

JUNE 27 Darwin enters a snap
lockdown which is later extended
to July 2.

JUNE 28 Four-day lockdown 
announced in Perth and Peel.

JUNE 29 Parts of Brisbane go into a 
three-day lockdown.

JULY 7 Sydney’s lockdown is extend-
ed to July 17. The Bondi outbreak 
has now swelled to 264 cases.

JULY 15 Victoria enters a fifth lock-
down, initially for five days but later 
extended by a week.

JULY 20 South Australia enters a 
seven-day lockdown. More than half 
of the country’s entire population is 
now under lockdown.

JULY 31 Parts of south east 
Queensland go into lockdown.

AUG 5 Victoria re-enters lockdown, 
just eight days after the last one 
ended.
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   This kind of upheaval was far from exclusive 
to SUPLEX. Fellow NSW promotions including 
Australian Wrestling Superstars and Wrestle 
Strong Dojo also had to pull the plug on events 
set for that weekend at incredibly short notice, 
and with Sydney’s lockdown having since been 
repeatedly extended there are plenty of others 
who’ve been affected.
   Future Wrestling Australia (FWA) have had 
arguably the roughest ride of the lot. They had 
been due to make their debut on the FITE 
Network with their June 20 show, Resolution IV, 
but ultimately had to push that one back. And 
a few weeks later it was deja vu, as a second 
scheduled FITE network premiere - Battle 4 
Destiny - was forced to be cancelled as the 
Sydney outbreak worsened.

   Even ACW, back over in 
Adelaide, had to cancel 
Rise to Glory - its biggest 
show of the year. Granted, 
there was a short window 
as June entered July when 
Victoria and South Austra-
lia were largely open. The 
likes of Wrestle Rampage, 
RCW, MCW, PCW, DMDU 
and APW were at least 
able to squeeze the odd 
show in during that time.
   I actually spoke briefly 
to Joel Bateman, from 
DMDU, after their Ballarat 
show on July 10 before 

*

AMIDST rising cases, 
ongoing restrictions, 
lockdown impositions 
and frequent extensions, 
it’s been a hugely uncer-
tain couple of months. 
The many iterations and 
rewrites this article has 
been through are proof 
enough of that.
   We can take solace 
from the fact that some 
states are gradually 
opening up - South 
Australia announced the 
end of its lockdown on 
July 27 - and that there 
are a small number of 
promotions able to run 
events. Even SUPLEX 
were able to run an empty 
arena fundraiser show, 
streamed live on 
YouTube, to help it 
recover some of the 
losses incurred in recent 
months.

wishing them 
luck for the 
Melbourne 
event seven 
days later.
   “If it goes 
ahead, lol,” 
was his reply.
   And sure 
enough, two 
days shy of 
that show, 
Victoria was 
back in lockdown, with South 
Australia joining them shortly after. 
As well as DMDU, the likes of PCW 
and Gippsland Pro Wrestling were 
forced into cancellations, with the 
latter having to do so for the second 
successive show after its May 29 
event fell foul of the previous 
lockdown.
   The situation eventually reached 
a point in late July where more than 
half of the entire population were 
living under lockdown. It meant that 
come the weekend of July 24, only 
one major wrestling show was taking 
place across the country, in Perth 
with Explosive Pro Wrestling.

   But many are still doing it tough, not least 
of all those in Sydney. Parts of southeast 
Queensland, meanwhile, have since entered 
another lockdown, and so too has 
Victoria - just over a week after the last 
shutdown was ended.
   Thoughts remain with all those affected in 
states under lockdown, particularly NSW. The 
situation will undoubtedly twist and turn even 
more than it already has in the coming weeks 
and months, but from one lockdown survivor to 
potentially many others - there’s one thing that’s 
for sure amidst all this uncertainty; we’ve come 
out of this before and we’ll come out of it again.

AW



Matches of the moment

Aussie Open vs. VeloCities
PWA: Aussie Open vs. VeloCities
May 8, 2021
THERE’S not much more to say about this one than hasn’t 
already been said.
   Mark Davis, Kyle Fletcher, Jude London and Paris De 
Silva abslutely tore the 
house down at a PWA 
show named after this 
very match, artfully 
assembling a truly 
world-class contest that 
has since been show-
ered with thoroughly
deserved praise.
   Sit back and savour 
this one by buying the 
show via FITE.

Jessica Troy vs. Sam 
Osborne
PWA: Prize Bulls on Parade
June 13, 2021
IN A world increasingly populated by 
indie-style spot-fests, Jessica Troy and 
Sam Osborne put on an excellent show 
with something of an old-school feel; a 
championship bout packed with twists, 
turns, theatrics, shenanigans and more.
   It helps, of course, that they’re both 
pretty amazing in the ring, but technical 
ability coupled with this kind of drama 
and storytelling made for a cracker of a 
main event. Watch it now via FITE.

Adam Brooks vs. 
Robbie Eagles
MCW: New Horzions
May 8, 2021

Gavin McGavin vs. 
Marcius Pitt
EPW: Evolution
June 12, 2021
REMATCHES can sometimes be a bit 
hit or miss. Clearly no-one told this to 
Gavin McGavin and Marcius Pitt.
   The pair put on a cracking contest 
filled with counters, callbacks and all 
sorts of smartly thought out spots, in 
a performance every bit as good as 
their first match, if not even better.
   Watch it on YouTube for free, along 
with the rest of EPW: Evolution, via 
www.epwperth.com/2021/06/30/
free-event-evolution-2021.

Ritchie Taylor vs. 
Charli Evans
DMDU: The Juice is 
Worth the Squeeze, 
Night Two
May 22, 2021
IT WAS the crowning moment 
for Ritchie Taylor, but also 
for Deathmatch Downunder 
(DMDU), as a 16-person 
tournament to determine the 
inaugural DMDU Heavyweight 
Champion reached its brilliant 
conclusion.
   Taylor and Charli Evans put 
on a classic main event match 
that both participants cite as 
perhaps their greatest match 
of all time. 
   You can be the judge of that 
for yourself by watching the 
contest, as well as the rest of 
the tournament, on IWTV via 
www.independentwrestling.tv.
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YOU know those matches 
that look awesome on paper 
but struggle to live up to the 
hype in real life?
   Yeah, Adam Brooks vs. 
Robbie Eagles certainly 
wasn’t one of them.
   Two of the country’s 
absolute best went at it for 
the Melbourne City Wrestling 
(MCW) Heavyweight Cham-
pionship in the main event of 
MCW: New Horizons.
   You can watch this 25 
minute classic by renting or 
purchasing it via the MCW
Vimeo channel, or by 
catching up on demand 
via FITE. Photo: Digital 
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T    hey say good things come to those who wait. 
Brent Welch will likely attest to that. Many, 
many years after his first foray into the world of 

wrestling broadcasting, he decided it was high time 
to take to the mic once more.
   The result was the arrival of On The Turnbuckle, 
a pro wrestling podcast born out of the ashes of 
an overnight radio show and the whim of a former 
presenter, which has since established itself as one 
of the Australian wrestling scene’s go-to sources of 
audio entertainment.
   Hosts Tony Schibeci, Lyle Moore and Brent – who 
goes by Welchy – have sat down to shoot the breeze 
with a veritable who’s who of talent across Australia 
and beyond. But it’s from rather more humble
beginnings that one of the scene’s most popular 
podcasts traces its roots.
   “Me and Tony used to do a little wrestling radio 
show back then called New Generation Wrestling, 
which was actually the name of a promotion Tony 
used to run,” recalls Welchy.
   Naming the show after the defunct promotion was 
a good way of recycling leftover merch, quips Tony, 
but New Generation Wrestling would prove to have a 
rather longer-term legacy than mere merch sales in 
that it paved the way for On The Turnbuckle.
   It was just over a decade after the demise of that 

radio show that Welchy decided, out of the blue, it 
was time to get the band back together, along with 
an old friend Lyle.
   “I messaged Tony and said let’s do a wrestling 
podcast. And Lyle used to play football with us years 
ago, so I messaged him as well. Lyle thought I was 
talking shit because that’s what I do, but a few days 
later I said, ‘Okay, Wednesday we’re recording,’ and 
didn’t give him a chance to back out.”
   “It was probably ten years since we’d even seen 
each other,” adds Lyle. “But he dropped me in it, 
and I had a bit of a panic and an anxiety attack and 
thought, well I better watch Raw then.”
   He remembers turning up for the first recording 
session with pages of notes on the three-hour show. 
The others did not. Tony, the host of award-winning 
motorsport podcast On The Grid and a ground 
announcer at Melbourne Cricket Ground, wasn’t 
even sure what he’d got himself into.
   “I thought what in the fuck am I doing, doing a 
podcast with two blokes who’ve never podcasted 
before?” He recalls.
   Any doubts have since been well and truly
dispelled, with the podcast becoming a destination 
for wrestling fans across the country. And while 
Lyle’s notes on three of Raw weren’t a complete 
waste of time, the podcast places a greater focus on 

getting dumped through a table. And week after 
week they’ve dropped interviews with some of the 
biggest and brightest names in Australian wrestling.
   “One of the best things about focussing on the local 
scene is you get to know the guys and girls and you 
feel a bit more of a part of what they’re doing,” says 
Tony. “And the fact that they come out and say g’day, 
it’s great. It’s good to have that affiliation with the 
local wrestlers.”
   Some of the pod’s highlights include an incredibly 
candid episode with Lochy “Loverboy” Hendricks, 
and a June 2020 show where the reigns were handed 
over to Joel Bateman to host an indigenous wrestling 
roundtable discussing the issues facing indigenous 
wrestlers and people. And Welchy says there’s plenty 
more where that came from.
   “It gives us an excuse to catch up with friends 
every week and touch base, and I always feel better 
after I record a podcast than I did before, so it’s been 
really good to have that during lockdown.
   “And we’ve got lots of things in the works for later in 
the year as well.”
   “I’m looking forward to hearing about these
because even I don’t know about them!” Lyle added.
   The podcast drops on a Thursday afternoon and 
you can check it out by going to www.mypodcast-
house.com.

the local scene here in Australia.
   “We love when we’re interviewing local wrestlers,” 
says Welchy, “that’s the bread and butter. The idea 
was that if people came across our podcast, they 
would discover Melbourne wrestling. And it’s
probably morphed more into covering the Australian 
scene in general, with a little bit of overseas stuff.”
   That overseas stuff included an invite to Japan to 
do media for New Japan Pro Wrestling, and Tony’s 
visit to Chicago for WWE Survivor Series 2019, only 
to be turned away from a Triple H press conference. 
But it’s back home where the bulk of their efforts are  
focussed.
   In recent years the boys have done a live show 
from Sydney for Pro Wreslting Australia (PWA)’s 
Coliseum tournament, and more recently featured at 
Melbourne’s Wrestlebrania show for the city’s come-
dy festival – an appearance which ended in Welchy 

August 8, 2019
LOCHY HENDRICKS
Welchy: “I think it’s the only out-of-
character interview he’s done. He got
really honest and open and we went for
about an hour and 20 mins. We actually got 
to see how much detail goes into everything 
he does as the Lochy character. And a lot of 
young workers have messaged me to say they 
are thinking more about character and things 
like that having listened to the episode.”

June 11, 2020
INDIGINEOUS ROUND TABLE
Tony: “It was enthralling to listen to that and 
hear about issues that probably hadn’t really 
been spoken about that openly in the past.”
Lyle: “I couldn’t be more proud of that episode, 
and really we didn’t do anything but give them 
our platform and speak about those issues.”

March 18, 2021
DAVIS STORM
Lyle: “Davis Storm was a great guest.”
Welchy: “An absolute gentleman.”

bestBITS

MICDROP
In the first of many recurring features on

the movers and shakers in the Aussie

wrestling podcast world, the boys from On 

The Turnbuckle drop their mics for a

moment to tell us more about their work...I
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international excursion, his priority has
typically been on sharing that knowledge 
with the next generation of talent.
   It’s a devotion that has been a staple of 
his career since almost the very start.
   “I was very vocal about the Australian 
scene, even ten years ago,” he says. “If 
you look back, I feel like we were putting on 
some really good work in the late 2000s and 
up to 2010. We were building brilliant 
audiences, huge crowds, the body of 
work was amazing, and a lot of our talent 
had started to travel a little bit and get 
training overseas, spending time in Japan 
and America and all the rest. But this was 
pre-social media, so the word didn’t get out.
   “I travelled overseas in 2007 when I 
started to venture out into America, and I 
saw what was going on over there and it 
was good, but I felt like it was even better in 
Australia. Everyone in Australia thought you 
had to travel, that the grass was greener on 
the other side, but when I went over there I 
saw that it’s actually really good here,
people just didn’t really know about it. So I 
was always a big advocate of the scene.”
   That advocacy has remained as strong as 
ever, even after he hit the headlines with an 
appearance in WWE’s 2016 Cruiserweight 
Classic tournament.
   “After I did the Cruiserweight Classic, I got 
some attention from a lot of big companies. 
And I thought, ‘What if I can get that
attention while still being here in Australia 
and boosting our scene?’”
   Slater did just that, focussing his efforts 
closer to home while a long list of guys and 
girls around him have sought other pastures 
abroad. He admits he could easily have 
followed a similar path, and had he come 
up through the ranks a few years earlier he 
might well have.
   But today, as he reflects on nearly two 
decades in the business and the niche he’s 
carved out as one of Aussie wrestling’s 
busiest men - performer, trainer, YouTube 
coach, not to mention a full-time teacher by 

In the opening line of his bio on the
Explosive Pro Wrestling (EPW) website, 
Damian Slater is described as one of the 

finest professional wrestlers Australia has 
ever produced.
   It’s difficult to argue with that. Not
because a website is an inanimate object 
but because there’s an 18-year body of 
work that lends a ton of weight to that claim.
   As an in-ring performer and technician, 
his ability cannot be denied. Nor can his 
commitment to the scene here in Australia. 
As his name value in the industry has risen, 
he’s actually spent more time here in his 
homeland. And upon returning from the odd 

After nearly two decades in the game, Damian Slater After nearly two decades in the game, Damian Slater 
has established a reputation that cannot be denied. has established a reputation that cannot be denied. 
Here he looks back on the career, and life, he’s built Here he looks back on the career, and life, he’s built 
for himself as a stalwart of Australian wrestling...for himself as a stalwart of Australian wrestling...

undeniableundeniable

Salter finds time 
to pose during a 

match with Michael 
Morleone at EPW: 

Hell or High Water.
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day - his enthusiasm burns as bright as it 
did the day he first broke in.

*

THOSE early days began in Adelaide, when 
he started training with legendary wrestler-
turned-coach Col Dervany.
   Devarny is widely credited with reinvig-
orating the Australian wrestling scene in 
the late 1990s and early 2000s, when he 
essentially came out of retirement to train 
the country’s next wave of talent.
   “Col was incredible,” Slater says. “He’s 
someone who is responsible for the growth 
of so many promotions and so many top 
wrestlers.”
   Slater remembers Dervany, who passed 
away in 2017, as an “old school” coach 
and a very traditional trainer. Stories of his 
school should have had trainees running for 
the hills, but there was more to his methods 

than met the eye.
   “I don’t even know why I started training 
having heard some of the tortuous, Stu 
Hart-esque dungeon stories that came out 
of that training centre, but I wanted it so 
badly that I wanted to take the plunge and I 
found out quickly that they were all true.
   “He would make you do the moves, do 
the bumps until you got it perfectly, even if 
that meant doing it 20 or 30 times. But it all 
came from a place of love. He would be a 
hard arse but when you worked hard and 
pushed further than he thought you could, 
he showed his softer side and I guess not 
many people got to see that but I definitely 
did. I had a lot of respect for him.”
   Other modern-day Aussie greats,
including Hartley Jackson and Davis Storm, 
trained under Dervany at that time, and
Slater says their success is no coincidence.
   “He brought people up the right way, 
he gave us respect and discipline for pro 

wrestling. And if you look at the people that 
came from that school, they are some of the 
most polished in-ring performers in
Australian wrestling history and they
themselves have produced some of the 
most polished in-ring performers in
Australian wrestling history.
   “So it was a very hard but incredible expe-
rience training under one of the only old-
timers who was left in Australian wrestling.”
   Three years after Slater began his train-
ing, Dervany retired. Searching for his next 
steps, he had initially been slated to link 
up with the aforementioned Jackson and 
Mikey Nicholls at the Inoki Dojo in California. 
However, three days before he got there, 
the dojo closed its doors. A quick change of 
plan led him to Jesse Hernandez’s School 
of Hard Knocks in nearby San Bernardino.
   “I was a little bit stranded,” he recalls, 
“but fortunately a lot of the orphans from the 
Dojo, three namely were TJ Perkins, Rocky 

Romero and Karl Anderson, they had
nowhere to go as well, so they went to 
Jesse’s school as well in San Bernardino.
   “There was a little apartment that a few 
of us lived in and basically I went over and 
I would train with those three for a private 
three-hour session during the day, and I 
would go back and I trained with Jesse and 
his crew.
   “That was 2007, I think I was 19 - still 
pretty young, straight out of high school. But 
still to this day, the most incredible learning 
experience was in those three months 
training with those guys.”

*

SLATER would go on to spend further time 
learning abroad, training in Japan at the 
Zero1 Dojo in 2012 where he linked up 
with Masato Tanaka - a run that included 
a match with the Japanese great which 

Slater came up 
throuh the ranks 
with fellow EPW 

star Davis Storm 
under the tutelage 

of the legendary 
Col Dervany.
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Having trained 
with TJ Perkins in 
California in 2007, 
the pair met in the 
ring on Australian 

soil at EPW: Hell or 
High Water 2019. 
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remains his favourite of all time. The experi-
ence, in particular straying from his comfort 
zone, was another huge learning curve.
   “Sometimes when you wrestle people 
only from your own promotion and your 
own school, everyone kind of has the same 
flavour,” he says.
   “When you go overseas sometimes there’s 
a big culture shock. People put their 

matches together differently. They’re trained 
differently. They do things differently. They 
think about wrestling differently. It’s really 
good to get that perspective and to step 
outside that comfort zone in a place where 
nobody knows who you are, and then you 
have to establish yourself from the ground 
level. I just think it’s a really good growth 
opportunity, embracing that discomfort of 

being in a new spot.”
   That being said, the Aussie scene has 
come so far that there are now similar 
options much closer to home. Right on our 
doorstep, in some cases.
   Speaking of the value of training abroad, 
Slater continues: “I think it’s important but 
I don’t think it’s 100 per cent necessary 
anymore, because I do believe that within 

Australia we have some incredible training 
opportunities.
   “Not just in Perth but at the Wrestle 
Rampage Dojo in Adelaide, Pro Wrestling 
Australia in Sydney, Melbourne City
Wrestling - world class trainers, people who 
have been there, who are still doing it on the 
grand stage at a world class level who are 
trainers and coaches.”
   Slater himself is now one of those world 
class coaches. He is head trainer at the 
EPW School of Wrestling and has coached 
at the Wrestle Rampage Dojo in the past. 
Coaching has increasingly become a big-
ger part of his life, even pervading his world 
outside the ring, with his passion inspiring 
him to pursue a full-time career in teaching.
   “Seeing those lightbulb moments when 
you teach someone something and every-
thing starts to click and make sense, for me 
that’s the ultimate as a coach. And that’s 
what I enjoy.
   “I just think, what’s the point otherwise. 
What’s the point of anything? I’ve never 
wanted to work a job that didn’t fulfill me, 
that didn’t feel like I was helping someone 
or something. I could never just work
something mundane where I was easily re-
placeable, so that’s what led me to teaching 
day-to-day. Pro wrestling training actually 
came first and that’s what led me to wanting 
to become a teacher.
   “Even from the early days when I travelled 
overseas in the hope of learning new things 
and to try to get my name out there, when 
I came back I saw it as an opportunity to 
teach other people around me that didn’t 
have those same opportunities. I didn’t 
see why I should keep it to myself, so I’ve 
always enjoyed spreading those lessons.
   “I didn’t feel like it was my duty or any-
thing, I just always enjoyed giving back.”
   Another facet of giving back has been 
the establishment of his YouTube channel, 
World Beater Wrestling. Industry tips,
training videos and even everyday life 
advice are shared to his near-3,000

Trainees at the 
EPW School of 

Wrestling are 
put through their 

paces. 
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subscribers, the majority of which are based 
in Europe or North America.
   From wrestler to trainer to teacher, you 
can now add digital content provider to the 
wardrobe of hats he wears.

*

AS WELL as his role in the industry, there’s 
plenty else that’s changed over the course 
of Slater’s career in Aussie wrestling. He 
points to a very welcome decline in an 

“over-protectiveness” which once
pervaded the industry, in which promotions 
were seemingly reluctant to allow talent to 
train or compete elsewhere.
   “You see it a little bit in places but most 
places are now pretty comfortable in their 
own skin to allow their wrestlers to travel 
and get experience elsewhere,” he says. 
“So that’s been a big change and I think 
that’s helped everyone. It’s helped the 
scene to grow, it’s helped the fans to grow 
in new places, and it’s only a good thing.”

   “Other than that, you’ve seen produc-
tion values rise, you’ve seen the quality of 
wrestling rise, you’ve seen the booking and 
creative and writing become more logical, 
more riveting, so everything has grown with 
the times as well.”
   Looking back on how far he’s come, he 
says he’s happy with the life he’s built - both 
inside the ring and out of it. I ask if he’s got 
anything else to tick off the bucket list, and 
other than a match with Alex Shelley - which 
almost happened before Covid-19 hit - he 
says he’s been lucky enough to do just 
about everything he set out to do. I’d 
argue he’s done even more.
   There is one thing he’s very much looking 
forward to, though.
   “I’m just most excited for the borders to 
open,” he says. I’m sure he isn’t alone. 
   “Before Covid-19 there were many of us 
that were travelling interstate almost on a 
weekly basis. At the same time, I wouldn’t 
say it’s hurt us too much as I think it’s 
allowed a lot of young talent to actually 
step up. Because now there’s spots, there’s 
opportunities, there’s holes on rosters that 
need to be filled.
   “But I am excited to see what happens 
after this all ends, when things hopefully go 
back to normal and now you have younger 
talent who have had good opportunities on 
that stage, you have existing talent who can 
now travel again and get their name out to 
build other scenes.
   “I feel like the Australian scene, all it 
needs is for those borders to come down, 
for things to go back to normal, and if you 
combine all of that with social media and 
awesome streaming services - a lot of the 
top companies now in Australia are using 
FITE and all sorts of other streaming 
services - I feel like we’re already a hot 
scene but I feel like we’ll then be an
unmissable scene and people will start to 
see that we are undeniable.”

quickquickhitshits
MOST UNDERRATED IN AUSTRALIA
“Marcius Pitt, 100 percent. From an in-ring 
standpoint you can barely find better, from a 
big match standpoint you won’t find better. He 
can talk, he has character, he’s unbelievable. 
But there’s a lot out there, honestly, every
promotion has their underrated talents and I 
always say cream rises to the top.”

FAVOURITE AUSSIE VENUE
“Thebarton Theatre, in Adelaide. You walk 
through the doors and it feels like this old the-
atre but it just has this incredible atmosphere. 
It’s been a long time since I’ve been there or 
since anyone’s been there but that one there 
has to be my favourite venue. And you can’t 
go past the Adelaide fans. It’s my home town, 
I feel like I’ve always had a good connection 
with them. They’re probably my favorite fans 
I’ve been able to wrestle for.”

BEST ADVICE RECEIVED
“The most important piece of advice I ever 
received was from Davis Storm, and it was 
simply: ‘If it doesn’t make sense to the story 
of the match, don’t do it.’ That’s it.
   “He’s another name that I’d put on the
underrated list. As a wrestler he’s incredible, 
but as a mind and a coach, I think worldwide 
you would struggle to find much better.”

IN FIVE YEARS I’LL BE...
“Honestly, I probably think I’ll be starting to 
wrap up my career as a wrestler. But I’m
hoping that World Beater Wrestling can grow, 
and that can start to become something I 
put a bit more time, effort and heart into, as 
well as obviously the physical coaching side 
of things in Perth. And other than that, just 
doing what I can to build Australian wrestling 
in whatever way I can.”

AWAW
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Slater has his 
sights set on what 
a post-Covid world 
holds for Aussie 
pro wrestling.
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DO YOU HAVE ANY KIND OF ROUTINE ON 
EVENT DAY?

I usually get there a few hours early to try 
and get updated head shots and promos 
for match graphics and show posters, but 
that is a lot more difficult than it sounds!

DURING A SHOW OR EVENT, WHAT KIND OF 
SHOTS ARE YOU LOOKING FOR?

My favourite shots are the ones that 
show emotion, whether it be a big look of 
disbelief that they kicked out at two or the 
look of a winner at the end of the match. 
Both action shots and portraits have their 
selling points but I couldn’t pick between 
the two, I love both.

DO YOU EVER FORGET YOU’RE THERE AS A 
PHOTOGRAPHER, RATHER THAN A FAN?

No, but if there is a big moment you will 
get a little reaction from me!

HOW HAS THE AUSTRALIAN WRESTLING 
SCENE CHANGED DURING YOUR TIME IN IT?

The talent has always been there, for me 
it was always production, presentation 
and venues that held the scene back. 
Now that has improved 1,000 percent, it’s 
made the talent look even better.

WHAT’S THE MOST MEMORABLE EVENT 
YOU’VE PHOTOGRAPHED?

I can’t pick just one but the first New 
Japan Pro Wrestling (NJPW) show in 
Sydney in 2018 was surreal, never 
thought that would be possible. 

WHICH OF YOUR PHOTOS WOULD YOU SAY 
YOU’RE MOST PROUD OF AND WHY?

I’m really proud of the PWA Moments 
Collection. The Jessica Troy shot (inset, 
top left) moments after becoming PWWA 
Champion is one of my favourite photos 

SHOOTSHOOT
wrestlingwrestling

I’ve taken in the last 15 years. 

WHAT WOULD BE YOUR DREAM MATCH OR 
EVENT TO PHOTOGRAPH?

I would love to get to wear a number 
ringside for a big NJPW show in Japan, 
preferably something with streamers like 
the finals of the G1 or New Japan Cup. 
But I would take anything.  

IF YOU HAD TO TELL PEOPLE SOME GOLDEN 
RULES OF WRESTLING PHOTOGRAPHY, WHAT 
WOULD THEY BE?

Be professional, you’re there to do a job. 
If you want to watch the show react and 
be a fan, buy a ticket. Sit back and enjoy 
the show. Also watch out for the hard 
cam!

WHAT WAS IT THAT FIRST GOT YOU INTO 
WRESTLING PHOTOGRAPHY?

I’ve always loved photography and loved 
the photos in the old WWF magazines so 
when I found out about Aussie wrestling 
shows in my area it was great to combine 
the two together. 

WHAT OTHER TYPES OF PHOTOGRAPHY DO 
YOU SPECIALISE IN, AND HOW DO THOSE 
SHOOTS COMPARE TO PRO WRESTLING?

I love doing cityscapes at sunset or night 
time when I get the time. I think I like
doing that as its the complete opposite of
wrestling, it’s slow and relaxing. 

AusWresAusWres is showcasing 
the creatives who
capture those most  
memorable of moments 
in Australian wrestling 
with our ‘Shoot
Wrestling’ series.

First up in a series of 
Q&A  sessions is
Sydneyside snapper 
Sarah Newman of 
New Photography
Studios...

IF YOU’VE been to a Pro Wrestling
Australia (PWA) show, chances are 
you’ve seen Sarah at work. And if you 

happen to keep up with the promotion on 
social media, then you’ve definitely seen 
the fruits of her labour.
   Sarah is the brains behind NSW-based 
New Photography Studios, and has been 
capturing moments at ringside since 
2007. She’s also provided snaps for the 
likes International Wrestling Australia 
(IWA), Future Wrestling Austarlia (FWA) 
and Lucha Fantasica over the years.
   Check out some of her excellent work 
on social media or via her website at 
www.newphotographystudios.com.

INSTAGRAM @newphotographystudios
TWITTER @newphotography 

FACEBOOK New Photography

Jessica Troy after 
winning the PWWA 
title, from Sarah’s 
PWA Moments 
Collection

Photoception; 
a shot of Sarah 
in action.
Photo: Video 
Boy Jax



You’ve probably seen the clips on social 
media. And by now you’ve most likely 
sought out the match that had the world of 

deathmatch wrestling abuzz and watched it in its 
death-defying entirety on www.independent-
wrestling.tv.
   Callen Butcher put in the performance of a
lifetime in his San Jose Glass Crush Death-
match with Gweedo for the UGWA Total
Violence Championship on night two of 
Deathmatch Downunder (DMDU)’s The 
Juice is Worth the Squeeze show in May.
   Here, he revisits that hellacious
weekend and tells us what it feels like 
to get thrown through a pane of glass, 
shares his golden rule of deathmatch 
wrestling, and reveals why he needed to 
buy a new TV afterwards...

CALLEN is a man on a mission. A 
mission to become the greatest
deathmatch wrestler this country has 
to offer. And he’s having a pretty good 
stab at it. Pun fully intended.
   At night two of DMDU: The Juice is 

Worth the Squeeze, he was stabbed, 
stapled, sent flying through glass and 

Kicking off another new AusWres feature, 
Callen Butcher takes us blow by brutal
blow through his San Jose Glass Crush 
Deathmatch with Gweedo for, you guessed 

it, Deathmatch Downunder, back in May.

IN THEIRIN THEIRown wordsown words
smashed with a chair with a pane of glass 
sandwiched between his skull and the steel.
   He cites it not only as his best match to date, 
but the biggest of his career so far. That much 
is clear to see watching the show back. 
Making his way to the ring, he’s pumped, and 
the match itself gets off to a blistering start 
when Callen is thrown through a pane of glass 
within 45 seconds of the bell ringing.
   “I already had a lot of adrenaline from walking 
out there,” he recalls, “but going through that 
first pane of glass, my main thought was, ‘Okay, 
I’m not dead, I can keep going’. I’ve done the 
light tubes before but not the panes of glass. 
So after going through that first one I was like, 
‘Cool, I’m alive, let’s do this 110 percent.’”
   These weren’t just any old panes of glass 
though. Callen and Gweedo had actually stuck 
thumbtacks to them, spelling out the initials 
DMDU and UGWA on either pane. That was 
something of an homage to US promotion 
Combat Zone Wrestling (CZW) and in particular 
a match between the late Danny Havoc and 
Jun Kasai from Best of the Best 2010.
   Callen reveals: “I watched that match a lot 
for inspiration. Danny Havoc is probably my 
biggest inspiration for deathmatches so it was a 
bit of a Danny Havoc tribute.”
   Another subtle detail, and one that occurred 
even sooner than Callen going through the 
glass, was him taking his shirt off. It was the 
first time he’d wrestled without his signature 
white vest, and the move was a deliberate one.
   “I wanted to make it a big statement and not a 
throwaway thing,” he says, “so I waited until the 
bell had rung in this big match. It meant, ‘I’m 
not here to fuck around.’ I want to be the best 
deathmatch wrestler in Australia and I can’t do 
that if I’m protecting myself with a vest.”
   He recalls a visit to Japan where he attended 
wrestling shows as a fan, and saw some of his 
icons with scars etched into their bodies.
   “It’s a battle wound,” he adds, “I want to have 
a really scarred up body because that means 
I’ve put my all into this.”

*

AFTER going through the pane of glass - and 
sending Gweedo through one of his own for 
good measure - the action spills to the outside. 
Gweedo goes through another pane, but after 
a distraction from York at ringside he’s able to 
recover and hit Callen with a low blow.
   This paves the way for one of the match’s 
iconic spots, as Gweedo props a pane of glass 
against Callen before blasting him with not one 
but two chair shots. The first bounces off the 
glass, the second sees it implode. Not that
Callen was all too aware of that at the time.
   “I didn’t really notice to be honest,” he says 
with remarkable nonchalance. “I knew it didn’t 
break but I didn’t expect the second swing. 
I felt the pane of glass smash onto me, but it 
wasn’t until after the match that I realised it was 
another chair shot that made it break.”
   Incredibly, he didn’t even flinch when the first 
chair shot failed to break the glass. Had he 
panicked, he’d have gone against his golden 
rule of wrestling.
   “That’s the thing with wrestling - and with
deathmatch wrestling especially where there’s 

XX

XX

Callen and Gweedo go crashing through a pane of glass during the 
opening moments of their San Jose Glass Crush Deathmatch.
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This spot set the tone for the evening, taking palce less than a 
minute into the match. Photo: Jake Hurdle Photography



a bigger risk factor - you can’t get into a stage 
where you panic. You need to go in 100
percent confident in yourself and your
opponent that you both know exactly what 
you’re doing. You can’t panic because that’s 
when people get really hurt.”
   Back in the ring, Gweedo gets a near fall 
before grabbing a bag and pouring out its 
contents. Electronic chipboards litter the ring. 
There’s a sentence I never thought I’d write. 
Remember, this is a San Jose Glass Crush 
Deathmatch, home of tech hub Silicon Valley. 
   It’s these kinds of idiosyncrasies that create 
part of the appeal of deathmatches to Callen.
   “When I was first approached with it I thought 
it was really cool and creative. I’ve got messag-
es from people saying they’ve never seen that 
before. I had to buy a new TV because I had 
to take mine apart to get the circuit boards for 
the match. I like the quirky stipulations, things 
people wouldn’t think of as a deathmatch.
  “There’s a lot of people down here who are 
really creative and we’re showing the rest of the 
world we’ve got some really good ideas too.”
   Callen hits Gweedo with a Russian Leg 
Sweep onto the chipboards, but he’s shortly on 
the receiving end of some brutal shots from the 
champ’s patented spike. Now the challenger’s 
head is busted open, to go with the blood that’s 
been streaming down his back since that bump 
through the glass in the opening minute.
   But things are about to reach new heights.

*

SPILLING to the outside once more, Callen’s 
up to something. He stacks some chairs next 
to the commentary table, ignoring the pleas 
of Lord Andy Coyne who is promptly told to 
“Fuck off”. He doesn’t need telling twice. Andy 
evacuates the announce desk, dropping an 
eerie silence on the broadcast as the match 
descends into further chaos. It’s another subtle 
detail which, although not by design, gave the 
match even more of an edge.
   “That wasn’t planned and I was worried he 
was offended,” Callen admits. “I thought, ‘Oh 

no, that’s another guy from Melton who’s pissed 
off Andy!’”
   For the next two minutes, not a word of
commentary is spoken. Somehow the silence 
gives the match even more of an anarchic 
feel. And Callen only adds to that when he lays 
Gweedo on a table, covers him with a pane of 
glass, and climbs to the top of the entranceway 
before diving onto his opponent.
   The crowd pops, Gweedo eyes bulge, but 
as commentary remains mute so too does the 

crowd eventually lull into a stunned silence. For 
a moment, many of us are wondering if it could 
be all over, but Callen is determined to finish.
   “I was 100 percent confident that no matter 
what happened we were going to continue.
   “I took a second to regroup, then realised I 
was still alive and could get back in the ring to 
finish the match.”
   Bloodied, battered, bruised and broken, the 
pair make their way back to the ring but are 
cut off by York and Damian Rivers, the latter 

dishing out an unreasonably violent staple to 
Callen’s forehead. It’s a brutal act that almost 
gets lost in the shuffle, such is the insanity of 
the rest of this match.
   Gweedo is still down, and back in the ring 
Callen decides it’s time to up the ante, if that 
was even possible at this stage. He instructs 
referee Jay Stevens to fetch a pane of glass 
covered in oranges - for which San Jose is also 
renowned and anyone would agree the juice 
of which is the last thing you want to spill into a 

XX

After the first chairshot didn’t 
break the glass, Gweedo made 

sure he got the job done
second time around.
Photo: Digital Beard 
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cut. He climbs to the top rope and again looks 
to dive onto his opponent and drive Gweedo 
through the glass. This time, though, he misses.
   “I landed very heavy on my shoulder on that. 
My shoulder was gross after the match. I didn’t 
really feel the oranges much. But the visual 
after the match of all the glass and just this 
orange in the ring, I thought that was a really 
cool look.”
   Gweedo snakes in and scores the pin,
retaining his title and sending Callen home 
a beaten man. But while the championship 
eludes him, it’s a performance that does
nothing to derail his rise to the forefront of
Australia’s deathmatch scene.

*

AS THE dust begins to settle, Callen picks 
himself up and heads to the back as the crowd 
offer him a standing ovation. But he says he still 

had his concerns.
   “The entire time during the standing ovation, 
I was just thinking, ‘I hope people liked it.’ I 
could hear the crowd but I was still worried that 
people weren’t entertained enough.
   “We had a lot of build going into this match 
so I wanted to make sure the pay-off was worth 
it. I wanted to make sure everybody got their 
money’s worth. After I was talking to people in 
the crowd and they absolutely felt they got their 
money’s worth, so that made me really happy.”
   Something that makes this performance all 
the more impressive is that this was both
Gweedo and Callen’s second deathmatch 
of the weekend. Granted this was the more 
extreme, but given that the other one took place 
on night one, that was the one that dominated 
much of his preparation for the weekend.
   “Because we had the deathmatch the night 
before, for the week leading up to the show I 
couldn’t really focus on night two because we 

had night one as well. So as soon as that
finished and I got to my hotel room, that’s when 
it started sinking in.
   “I didn’t get much sleep that night because 
I knew my body was going to go through a lot. 
The next day I just tried to make sure I was 
eating right, drinking right and my body was 
feeling good. I tried not to think about it too 
much until about an hour before doors, and 
that’s when I started to get in the mindset and 
get myself fired up and ready to go.”
   “I knew how insane it was going to be and all 
the dumb stuff we were going to put our bodies 
through, but it was also easily the biggest 
match I’ve had yet. And also the fact that the 
promotion was running a big heavyweight title
tournament and we only had a couple of
deathmatches over the two nights meant this 
was our chance to establish deathmatches.
   “There was a lot on our shoulders and we had 
a point to prove and kind of set the benchmark 

for the upcoming tournament.”
   That deathmatch tournament, Death Rules 
Everything Around Me, is due to take place 
on August 21. Callen has already been an-
nounced for the bracket and you can bet your 
bottom dollar he is looking forward to using that 
chance to send a message and make his mark.
   In the meantime, it’s another message he’s 
sharing - one of gratitude and appreciation.
   “I want to thank everybody who’s watched the 
match and given their feedback, both negative 
and positive. The fans of DMDU are the reason 
we do this and the fans that love the stuff I’ve 
been doing, they’re the reason there’s going to 
be a first deathmatch tournament on Australian 
soil later this year.
   “So thank you to everyone who’s been 
watching me and watching DMDU. It’s the fans 
and the company that make it such a special 
place.”

XX

Callen dove from the 
top of the DMDU stage, 
through a pane of glass 
and a table. There’s a 
Gweedo in there
somewhere too.
Photo: Digital Beard 
Photography

Callen will be entering DMDU’s 
Deathmatch Tournament, set for 
the weekend of August 21.
Photo: Digital Beard Photography
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MCW: NEW HORIZONS
Saturday, May 8
MELBOURNE City Wrestling (MCW) put 
on another stellar event as the Brat Pack 
bowed out, a Melbourne favourite was 
given his marching orders and Adam 
Brooks once again solidified his 
increasingly impressive Loose Legacy.
   The New Horizons main event between 
Brooks and Robbie Eagles would surely 
have been a show stealer if it weren’t for 
all the other drama that unfolded on the 
night. First, the Brat Pack lost their MCW 
tag titles to the Natural Classics when 
Nick Bury verbally submitted to save 
Mitch Waterman from a brutal beatdown.
   Waterman later limped back to the ring, 
ready to cash in his Ballroom Brawl con-
tract for a tag title rematch. But Bury had 
other ideas for his partner and their future.
   “As your best friend, mate, you have no 
idea how much untapped potential you 
have,” he told Waterman and the
Thornbury Theatre crowd. “You are the 
best person I’ve ever shared a ring with. 
You are the best wrestler this country has, 
but as a tag team you can’t show that.
   “You will not beat Adam Brooks or 
anyone that holds that title when the time 
comes if you’re thinking about the Brat 
Pack,” he added. “You need to think 
about Mitch Waterman.
   “Mitchy, I love you mate, but the Brat 
Pack is done for now. It is now time for 
Mitch Waterman.”
   The pair embraced after Bury’s promo 
in what was an emotional end to a five-
year partnership that yielded four MCW 
title runs, including an historic 616 day 
stint with the championship during their 
most recent reign.
   Not that theirs was the only farewell at 
New Horizons. After being goaded into 
a career vs. title match with Intercom-
monwealth Champion Lochie Hendricks, 
Ritchie Taylor was banished from MCW 
after finding himself on the losing side.
   Other matches of note included Royce 
Chambers vs. Slex in the curtain raiser 
and, of course, Brooks vs. Eagles for 
the title in the main event. The pair went 
almost 25 minutes as Brooks repeated 
the outcome of the pair’s first-ever meet-
ing - which incidentally took place at the 
Thornbury Theatre - almost eight years 
ago to the day in May 2013.
   Rocky Menero vs. Tyson Baxter, Mikey 

Broderick vs. Tony Villiani and Caveman 
Ugg vs. Gore also featured on the 
undercard, while KellyAnne appeared and 
issued an open challenge - which went 
unanswered - for her MCW Women’s 
Championship.
   You can watch the event on demand 
by purchasing it for $10, or renting it for 
$5, by going to Vimeo and searching for 
MCW: New Horizons.

FWA: RISE OF THE FUTURE
& ROAD TO GLORY
Sat-Sun, May 8-9
FUTURE Wrestling Australia (FWA) 
Women’s Champion Xena chalked up two 
successful defences in the space of two 
days as the promotion hosted back-to-
back events at Dural Country Club on 
May 8 and 9.
   The champ defeated Erika Reid via 
pinfall on the Saturday evening, before 
repeating that outcome the following 
night against Jey Dewhurst. It took Xena 
to three title defences in less than four 
months as champion, the most of any of 
her three reigns with the belt.
   Dewhurst faced Xena having beaten 
Savannah Summers the night before, 
who in turn went on to become the 
new women’s Road to Glory holder by 
overcoming Izzy Shaw and Lucille Brawl. 
Unsocial Jordan, meanwhile, won a 
four-way involving Donnie Mako, CJ 
Phoenix and A.J. to win the men’s Road 
to Glory plaque.
   JXT also had a busy weekend, 
featuring in the main event of both 
Saturday’s Rise of the Future show and 
the following night’s Road to Glory. First, 
he competed in tag team action with his 
Blacklisted teammate FOX to face Cesar 
and the Buccaneer. Then he squared off 
against 5 Star Flash in a match contested 
under No Holds Barred rules.

SHWA: POWER UP!
Saturday, May 8
THE Pocket Rockets came full circle with 
a career-defining win at Southern 
Hemisphere Wrestling Alliance (SHWA)’s 
Power Up event in May.
   Jules Canan and Ryan Rivers defeated 

reigning tag champs Jarrad Slate and 
Felix Young to win the belts in the 
evening’s main event.
   As well as ending a 546-day run with 
the championships, there was an element 
of symmetry about the win, with Canan 
and Rivers having lost Slate and Young 
in their first-ever outing as a tag team in 
October 2019.
   Two finalists in the Heavyweight title 
tournament were also decided on the 
night. Zenith defeated Cal Collins in the 
first semi-final, before Julian Ward 
overcame Blake Walker, a late replace-
ment for James Draker, to set up a
meeting at July’s Midyear Mayhem show.
   The winner will be crowned SHWA 
Heavyweight Champion after Dave 
Marshall relinquished the belt following 
the announcement that he would be 
stepping away from the wrestling industry.
   Michael Morleone was also in action 
against Cut Throat and Then Some in a 
handicap match, while Chadwick 
Jackson defended his SHWA Pride 
Championship against Jordan Bishop 
and the Great George, Antonio Corrado, 
Bruno Nitro and Twitch squared off in a 
four-way to determine the new number 
one contender to that title.
   Chris Target and Taylor King also went 
toe-to-toe, with the winner earning the 
number 20 spot in the Midyear Mayhem 
Rumble match, and the loser being
saddled with number 1.

WRESTLEROCK: 
BREWERY BRAWL 2
Saturday, May 15h
IF KRACKERJAK defending his 
Wrestlerock Championship, despite being 
retired, by winning a Bastard Rules match 
that didn’t even involve him sounds a little 
convoluted, just remember this is Wres-
tlerock - you’re probably overthinking it.
   It was another memorable evening of 
madcap mat action as Wrestlerock and 
its fans packed out the Moon Dog 
Brewery, in Abbotsford VIC, to mark 
Melbourne’s Good Beer Week.
   The evening culminated in Krackerjak, 
who somehow left Wrestlerock XXX as 
the promotion’s champion, having his 
brother Gore defend the belt on his behalf 
against Ritchie Taylor in a match contest-
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PWA: AUSSIE OPEN VS. VELOCITIES
Max Watts, Moore Park NSW
Saturday, May 8

WHEN you name an entire show after one particular 
match, you better hope that match lives up to the hype. 
Luckily for Pro Wrestling Australia (PWA), and everyone 
in attendance and watching at home, that outcome 
was never in doubt as two of the finest tag teams in the 
country, perhaps beyond, faced off in a match for the 
ages in Sydney in May.
   Aussie Open versus the Velocities was everything it 
promised to be and more. You’d never have known that 
this was just the second time ever that these teams had 
met in the ring, as the size and strength of Mark Davis 
and Kyle Fletcher meshed perfectly with the daredevil 
dynamism of Jude London and Paris de Silva. The result 
was a modern-day classic breaking the 36-minute mark 
and one that Dave Meltzer, of the Wrestling Observer 
Newsletter, rated 4.75 stars and Mick Robson, of Snap 
Mayors Media, gave five out of five in his own excellent 
review of the evening.
   Words somehow aren’t enough to convey the sheer 
brilliance of the latter stages of this match. Although 
Andrew Rose on commentary eerily echoed something 
I was thinking myself when he warned “I think I’m going 
to pass out, man,” after de Silva hit his incredible 
Shooting Star DDT on Fletcher for a near fall. Other high-

Davison in a two-man 
Rumble match. All of your 
famous Rumble spots were 
parodied and paid homage 
to as the pair eventually 
fought to a draw.
   From start to finish, it 
proved a memorable return 
to the PWA’s spiritual home 
at Max Watts in Moore 
Park. Few can match the 
promotion in terms of its 
production value, and 
based on this evidence, 
even fewer still can beat it 
in terms of quality.
   The show, as ever, is 
available to view via FITE, 
where I for one can say 
it’s proven to be one of my 
most-watched purchases 
and $10 very well spent.Kyle Fletcher and Mark Davis are crowned PWA Tag Team Champions.

Photo: New Photography Studios

lights included London turning an attempted Coriolis 
into a double reverse Frankensteiner, and Aussie Open 
hoisting De Silva up for a vertical suplex and passing 
him between themselves for more than a minute before 
eventually dropping him down to the mat.
   Ultimately it was Aussie Open who scored the win. 
Davis took out de Silva by literally throwing him into a 
superkick from Fletcher, before a tombstone, a 
piledriver and a Coriolis Effect kept London down the 
for count. But if you’re anything like me, knowing the 
result of this one still won’t stop you from watching the 
match back over and over (and over) again.
   There were, of course, other matches on the card, 
and very good ones at that. Kai Drake and Jack Bonza 
opened the show with a hard-hitting contest before Mat 
Rogers scored a dominant win against Backman and 
Belinda Pierce in a three-way. Other singles matches 
included Unsocial Jordan vs. Michael Spencer, Mick 
Moretti vs. Carter Deams and Mat Diamond vs. 
Lyrebird Luchi, plus a six-person tag pitting Charli 
Evans, Jessica Troy and Ricky South against Cherry 
Stephens, Sam Osborne and Will Keidis.
   There was even time for a healthy dose of comedy 
wrestling in the form of Big Fudge vs. Concrete 
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DMDU: THE JUICE IS WORTH THE SQUEEZE
The Arrow on Swanston, Carlton VIC
Friday-Saturday, May 21-22

IT WAS, by all accounts, a weekend to savour as 
Deathmatch Downunder (DMDU) crowned its first 
singles champion over the course of a brilliant two-night
tournament in Carlton VIC in May.
   In many ways the weekend belonged to Ritchie Taylor, 
who smashed his way to the crowning victory of his 13-
year career to become the inaugural DMDU Heavy-
weight Champion. But the plaudits should also go to 
the promotion itself, having achieved so much in such a 
short time, plus the 15 other competitors from across the 
country who made this a tournament for the ages.
   And then there was the action outside of the 
bracket, perhaps most notably the San Jose Glass 
Crush Deathmatch between Callen Butcher and 
Gweedo for the UGWA Total Violence Championship, 
which took Australian deathmatch wrestling to new 
heights both figuratively and literally.
   Safe to say, the juice was indeed worth the squeeze. 

LOGISTICALLY, putting together a 16-person
tournament over two nights is no small feat. DMDU
doing exactly that within roughly half a year of its

perhaps the most extreme encounter that DMDU has 
produced so far.
   A six-person tag match on night one saw Butcher 
score a win over Gweedo, paving the way for the pair’s 
San Jose Glass Crush Deathmatch for the UGWA Total 
Violence Championship on night two.
  The match was just about as wild as the stipulation 
suggests. Glass panes, steel chairs and computer chip-
boards were added to either participant’s arsenal, often 
being used in tandem with one another before Butcher 
almost ended the match, and a career or two, with a 
dive from atop the entranceway through an opponent 
laying perilously between a table and a sheet of glass.
   Gweedo would ultimately retain the belt, but the 
challenger did himself no harm - figuratively at least - in 
his bid to establish himself as the greatest deathmatch 
wrestler in Australia.
   You’d have labelled it the Ritchie Taylor show, if it 
weren’t for the many other stellar performances up and 
down the card. Either way, the weekend was certainly a 
watershed victory for the 13-year veteran, as well as a 
win for Australian wrestling as a whole.

Ritchie Taylor was crowned the first DMDU Heavyweight 
Champion after winning a 16-person tournament.
Photo: Digital Beard Photography

ed under Bastard Rules, the exact details 
of which were never really explained. One 
thing the stipulation did mean was that 
it was well within the rules for Krackerjak 
to stroll into the ring, hit Taylor with the 
Britney Spears and get the pin to retain 
his title, despite not being an official 
participant.
   Wrestlerock is a maverick, and the way 
in which it continues to parody and poke 
fun at the conventions of this weird and 
wonderful pursuit that we follow offers a 
reminder of how broad of a church pro-
fessional wrestling is. And it does so by 
putting on a great show in the process.
   Amongst the highlights from Brewery 
Brawl 2 were a meeting between Adam 
Brooks and Royce Chambers, in which 
Chambers showed no respect to the 
man with whom he is so often compared 
by jumping him after their match ended. 
Lochy Hendricks and Mitch Waterman 
also put on a great contest, although 
much of that was thanks to the antics of 
referees Beej and Edward who popped 
the crowd with their impromptu brawl.
   Also in action were Aysha, Charli 
Evans, Cletus, Anth Cava, Mad Dog and 
Caveman Ugg - with the former duo 
ensuring the show hit its obligatory quota 
of thumbtack spots.
   The event, and indeed the promotion, 
won’t be everyone’s cup of tea. But if 
you’re drinking tea then I think you’re 
already starting on the wrong wavelength 
altogether when it comes to Wrestlerock.
   The promotion continues to inject a 
welcome dose of entertainment into the 
Australian wrestling scene, and long may 
it continue to do so.

WRESTLE RAMPAGE: 
ROAD TO RE-EMERGING
Saturday, May 15
RAT Daddy overcame the odds to 
successfully defend his Australian 
National Championship as Wrestle 
Rampage returned to its Dojo in South 
Adelaide suburb Panorama in May.
   In what was his sixth defence of his 
553-day run with the gold, Rat Daddy 
defeated all three members of Foxspiracy 
in a three-on-one handicap elimination 
match.
   The show later closed with a tag team 

bout in which AJ Istria and Corndog 
defeated the RenegadeZ, Pat Graham 
and Will Gibson, with Istria submitting 
Graham with an armbar for the victory.
   Havok was also in action against Corey 
Adams, a meeting which set up a tag 
team match at Re-Emerging in which 
Havok and Link Barnett will face the team 
of Adams and Gentleman Jordan, who 
made his presence felt throughout the 
Havok vs. Adams singles match at Road 
to Re-Emerging.
   Also in action were Tommy Knight, 
Link Barnett, Robby Heart and Bones 
Malone, as well as rising talent Lily Blaze 
who more than held her own in a losing 
effort against former Australian National 
Champion Greg Graham.

TCW: COUNTER ATTACK
Saturday, May 22
LIAM Lacey captured the Tasmanian 
Championship Wrestling (TCW) title, only 
to then be stripped of it the very same 
night on a controversial evening in  
Launceston in May.
   Challenging Adrian Alexander for the 
gold, Lacey pinned the champion to 
seemingly begin his second reign with 
the belt. However, with the match having 
seen interference from both Zakk Archer 
and Ayden Sage, the promotion’s 
authority figure Mr Sinclair later reversed 
the decision, disqualified Lacey and 
reinstated Alexander as champion.
   Lacey was afforded a shot at regaining 
the belt in a number one contender’s 
match, set for June’s upcoming Over the 
Top show, but not in the way he might 
have hoped. Sinclair declared he would 
have to make it through a Rumble match 
open to any and all wrestlers in TCW, 
and that Lacey would be the number one 
entrant in that match.
   Far less contentious was Dylan Daniels’ 
North Esk Championship defence against 
El Hijo de Doomslayer. The champion 
got a clean win after hitting his Combo 
Breaker finish to retain the title.
   One thing that was lost was Mercury’s 
mask, after Eddie Jones ripped it off 
during a sunset flip spot before scoring 
the victory. And there was an appearance 
from Charli Rose via the big screen, who 
broke her silence and turned on the TCW 
audience.

   JJ Storm also squared off against Jules 
Canan and Dominic Knight faced the 
Bueno Boys in handicap action, while 
a great main event saw Elliot Greyson 
go one-on-one with Zeke Andino in a 
rematch from April’s Aftermath show.
   You can watch the event back via 
TCW’s subscription service, TCW On 
Demand, for a monthly fee of $7.99. Go 
to www.tcwondemand.vhx.tv for more 
information.

AWF: THE MAYN EVENT
Saturday, May 22
WHISKEY Sixx racked up an impressive 
16th successful defence of the Australian 
Wrestling Federation (AWF) Common-
wealth Championship at May’s Mayn 
Event show in Sydney’s inner west.
   Six defeated Torture via pinfall to extend 
his reign with the belt to 772 days.
   Also on the show, Viral Productions 
were named number one contenders 
to the tag belts after beating the Outer 
Realm, and Mad Maxx Ramirez defeated 
TNT in the ‘Chile vs. Australia’ show-
down. There was also a women’s three-
way, involving Nikki Poteet, Kathryn Nixon 
and Coby Starr, while Shane Saw, Aries, 
Trauma and Djaysonic were in action too.
   You can watch the event back via 
www.awfwrestling.com.au/on-demand 
for a fee of $9.99.

KWE: THE GREAT
KINGDOM RUMBLE
Sunday, May 23
KINGDOM Wrestling Entertainment 
(KWE)’s annual Rumble show was all 
about Grant Linstrom, who won the 
evening’s eponymous match and went on 
to capture the Kingdom Championship at 
the close of the show.
   Pulling triple duty, Linstrom defeated 
Vinnie Vain in the curtain raiser before a 
marathon effort in the Rumble saw him 
win having entered at number two. And 
then after the conclusion of the evening’s 
main event, he not only turned on the 
Buccaneer but went on to cash in his title 
opportunity to score the biggest title win 
of his career so far.
    That title change came after the Buc-
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formation shows the kind of ambition the team 
has – ambition that it can very much back up 
judging by the action that unfolded.
   Night one featured eight first-round matches, 
with highlights including AJ Istria vs. Jessica 
Troy and Tommy Knight vs. Gore in the main 
event, ahead of the quarters, semis and final 
on night two. 
   The action was thick and fast, but a number 
of stories were still given the time and space to 
breathe, perhaps most notably that of Taylor’s 
eventual rise to the top. We saw the shock 
value of a one-hit victory over JXT, an 
underdog upset against Caveman Ugg and 
a belter of a climax against Charli Evans to 
ultimately get his hands on the belt – which is 
absolutely gorgeous by the way.
   It was a fitting finale for the tournament and a 
much-deserved coronation for a man who has 
long been something of a gem of the 
Australian indie scene

THERE was also, unsurprisingly, the small
matter of some deathmatch action, including 
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caneer had defeated Zhan Wen by dis-
qualification to retain the belt, only for the 
Linstrom to then launch his post-match 
attack and steal the spoils.
   Another big title win came in the ELITE 
Championship unification match between 
Kingdom Elite Champion Morgan Rose 
and Hunter Valley Wrestling (HVW) Elite 
Champion Keegan Brettle. Rose would 
win and in doing so retired the HVW belt. 
Nikki Poteet, Billie Mac and Lachica 
Deldiablo also met in a three-way and 
Harvey Falco faced Wesley Williams.
   The entire show has since been made 
available to watch for free on YouTube. 
Go to YouTube and search for 
‘Kingdom - the Great Kingdom 
Rumble’ to check it out.

AWE: UNLEASHED
Friday, May 28
TWO championships changed hands at 
Australian Wrestling Entertainment (AWE): 
Unleashed in Western Sydney in May.
   First, Billy Vax defeated Scott Magnum 
to capture the AWE title, before the Euro-
pean Connection, Bruza and JJ Spartan, 
overcame the Greasers, Robbie Zucco 
and Tristan Slade, in s Street Fight to get 
their hands on the tag belts.
  Elsewhere on the card, Otis defeated 
Trucker Taylor, the Masked Mauler beat 
Big Bad Nick and Flame defeated Nikki 
Poteet. There were also wins for Psykotic 
against Burnie Mac and Blakestone over 
the Banisher.

NHPW: BECAUSE WE CAN
Saturday, May 29
THE Future Legends ended the night on 
top, despite Rogan Karguis defeating 
one of the stable’s members to retain his 
New Horizon Pro Wrestling (NHPW) Art 
of Fighting Championship at NHPW’s 
Because We Can show.
   Karguis defeated Cameron Stone, 
formerly known as Kenicki Wheeler, in 
the evening’s main event, only for Stone’s 
stablemate Lena Kross to emerge - after 
the champ had left the building - and 
declare herself the rightful Art of Fighting 
Champion.
   When ring announcer Michael Lee 
refused to declare her champion, she and 

her factionmates Stone and Rory Holmes 
attacked him before standing tall with 
their titles in tow to close out the show.
   Kross herself had seen her Indigirlz 
Championship match with Erika Reid 
cancelled after the challenger was 
affected by Melbourne’s snap lockdown 
announcement, while Holmes had earlier 
defeated Michael Moreleone, who himself 
was a replacement for Kiel Steria who 
was unable to appear due to “unforeseen 
circumstances”.
   Meanwhile, Salex Sixx became Hybrid 
Champion with his win over Cannon 
Connors, which came after he struck the 
champ with the belt following a referee 
distraction. There were also victories for 
Jarred Slate over Julian Ward and Creek 
Murdoch over the Great George, while 
Anthony Drake and War defeated the 
team of Matthew Pace and the debuting 
Eddie Christopher.

 

EXPLICIT WRESTLING: 
DEATHMATCH
Saturday, May 29
EXPLICIT Wrestling, the 18+ offshoot 
of SUPLEX Wrestling, hosted what was 
billed as the first-ever deathmatch in the 
Hunter Region, but not without a couple 
of spanners in the works.
   Melbourne’s snap lockdown meant that 
Explicit Champion Joel Bateman was 
unable to appear in the scheduled main 
event - a Light Tube Deathmatch against 
Jackson Spade - while Callen Butcher 
was also left stranded in Victoria and 
unable to face Xero in their planned Four 
Corners of Pain Deathmatch.
   But the promotion improvised and 
made the best of the situation by sticking 
true to the advertised stipulations, albeit 
with different faces involved. The Brawler 
was inserted into the Light Tube Death-
match, with Rip Rielly being added to the 
Four Corners of Pain Deathmatch with 
Xero and the Sleazebag Goran going up 
against JB Hazard in a Trash Can Mashup 
Hardcore match.
   Spade would eventually score the win in 
the main event, getting the 1-2-3 after a 
huge top rope frog splash to the Brawler 
through a pane of glass.
   Spade then grabbed the mic post-
match and called out Bateman once 
more, asking “are you watching now?” 

before leaving the ring victorious.
  Meanwhile, Billie Mac squared off with 
Lucille Brawl and Mat Gauge faced Lee 
Morrow, while Yeet Stevens, Outback 
Adam and Cousin Jethro met in a three-
way and the Party Boys faced the Cops 
in tag team action. 

NCPW: HEROES WITHOUT 
CAPES
Saturday, May 29
NATIONAL Championship Pro Wrestling 
(NCPW) hosted a charity show for a Port 
Macquarie family who were trapped for 
two days after flood waters filled their 
home.
   All proceeds from the event went to the 
Donohoe family, who lost possessions, 
pets, three cars and more in the flood.
   The show itself was headlined by Dick 
Brutal retaining his NCPW Heavyweight 
Championship against Tyler Gunn. Two 
other titles were successfully defended 
on the show, as Kristie Lea retained her 
Women’s Championship against Flame 
and Kyla Knight in a three-way and 
WaughJames beat Draegon and Rhys 
Rayzelle to keep their tag titles in tow.
   The Nightfall Tag Team Championships, 
however, did change hands as Johnny 
Hardwood and Bushido defeated JD 
Wilson and Ramman. Bushido then went 
on to beat his partner Hardwood in an 
impromptu bout for the NSW Champi-
onship, winning via disqualification. He 
could be set to face Tiamat in the not too 
distant future, after he won a seven-man 
gauntlet match guaranteeing him a future 
title opportunity.
   Other matches of the evening included 
Barry King vs. Mathew Noah and Ashe 
vs. Mr Saturday Night vs. Grant Linstrom 
vs. D’Licious.

ACW: EMINENCE
Saturday, May 29
THE Adelaide Championship Wrestling 
(ACW) Evolve Championship match be-
tween Duke Marshall and Adam Brooks 
at Eminence was ruined by Joe Mundie, 
setting up a three-way for the gold at a 
later date.
   Brooks, a late addition to the match 
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after Broderick Valentine was unable to 
travel to Adelaide from Melbourne due to 
a snap lockdown, was pushed from the 
top rope by Mundie after looking to hit his 
Swanton Bomb, forcing the disqualifica-
tion. Having won a number one contend-
ership match against Joey Triton and 
Jesse Hendy earlier in the night, Mundie 
then challenged Marshall and Brooks to 
a three-way at July’s Rise to Glory show. 
That event, however, was later postponed 
due to Covid-19 restrictions.
   The first half of Eminence had earlier 
kicked off with Matt Hayter successfully 
defending his ACW Heavyweight Champi-
onship against El Neon, setting up a two-
out-of-three falls match with Zak Sabbath 
at a later date in the process.   
   Downunder also squared off against 
Kit Condor, Malykai Slic’ went up against 
Draven and James Cruiser faced Riley.

ASWA: PENRITH
COLLECTOR CON
Saturday, May 29
KEEGAN Brettle retained his All Star 
Wrestling Australia (ASWA) Interim Heavy-
weight Championship twice in a matter 
of hours in back-to-back morning and 
afternoon shows at Penrith Collector Con.
   Having defeated Jules Canan in just 
the second match of the day, he came 
back after lunch to repeat the feat against 
Jengis Kong - although the second win 
only came after the challenger refused to 
follow the referee’s orders.
   The ensuing beatdown then led to an 
impromptu six-man tag match being 
announced, as Brettle teamed with Phil 
Picasso and Jack Dullahan to defeat 
Kong, Canan and John Whelan to close 
out the day’s events.
   Also in action on the day were 
Goran Uriel Nikolov, Bee Boy and Wesley 
Williams, with most wrestlers featuring in 
multiple matches throughout the day.

AWF: SMACKDOWN IN 
BLACKTOWN
Friday, June 4
A NEW Australian Wrestling Federation 
(AWF) Commonwealth Champion was 
crowned for the first time in more than 

two years as the promotion returned to 
Blackdown NSW on Friday, June 4.
   Mad Max Ramirez defeated champion 
Whiskey Sixx in a Chilean Chain Match 
to win the gold, ending a mammoth reign 
of 776 days, which included 16 defences 
along the way.
   The show also featured Australasian 
Heavyweight Champion the Misfit defend-
ing his title against Aries, the Detonation 
Crew putting their tag belts on the line 
against Akell and Tobias, as well as 
Djaysonic vs. Abaddon in singles action.
   The show is available to watch on 
demand via AWF’s online streaming 
service. Go to www.australianwrestling-
federation.pivotshare.com and you can 
purchase the event for $9.99.

POWERSLAM 7
Friday, June 4
JENSEN Hunt became number one con-
tender for the Powerslam Championship 
after beating Redshaw on June 4.
   Hunt picked up a contentious DQ vic-
tory at the Powerslam 7 show in Parooka 
SA, and in doing so set up a meeting with 
reigning champion Havok on June 25 
with the title on the line.
   Also at Powerslam 7, Izzy Shaw picked 
up a victory over Savannah Summers, the 
same woman she lost the Riot City Wres-
tling Women’s Championship to back in 
February. The victory wasn’t necessarily a 
clean one though, coming via count-out.
   There were also wins for the team of 
Acid Haze and Twister J over Cayden 
Cornell and James Kray, while John E 
Radic beat Chase Magnum and Jason 
Parker overcame Reilly St. James in the 
opener.

RCW: STRIKE FIRST,
STRIKE HARD
Sat-Sun, June 5-6
RIOT City Wrestling (RCW) ushered in a 
new chapter in its history with the 
unveiling of the Emerald Crown 
Championship during a two-night event in 
Adelaide in June.
   The first man to hold the gold will be the 
winner of the C4 Absolute Grand Prix, a 
four-man tournament which got underway 

on night two of Strike First, Strike Hard.
   Chris Basso, James Kray, Mike Boomer 
and Adam Brooks are the quartet in 
contention to claim the crown, and it was 
Basso and Brooks who got off to winning 
starts with victories over Kray and Boom-
er respectively.
   Both move onto two points apiece 
in the tournament standings, with 12 
matches set to take place in total. All four 
participants will face off with one another 
in singles action with two points awarded 
for a win, one for a draw and zero for a 
loss, and the man with the most points 
once all matches are completed will be 
named the Emerald Crown Champion.
   Two incumbent champions were also 
in action over the weekend. Savannah 
Summers retained her RCW Women’s 
title with a pinfall win over a plucky Amber 
Smith, in what was the challenger’s first 
singles championship shot of her three-
year career.
   And Matt Hayter beat Cadie Tre, who 
thought he had won the RCW title only to 
see his three-count overturned after the 
referee saw he had a steel rod tucked into 
his tights. Hayter then levelled Tre with a 
Superkick to get the win, after which he 
was jumped by Nick Armstrong, the new 
number one contender to his champion-
ship, until Basso made the save.
   The RCW Tag Team Champions were 
also in action, albeit without their belts on 
the line. Eli Theseus and Gabriel Aeros 
had been due to defend against JJ Furno 
and Royce Chambers but the challengers 
were left stranded in Melbourne due to 
Victoria’s snap lockdown. Instead they 
were booked to face REDSHAW and Jett 
Armstrong after the latter duo defeat-
ed General Manager Jensen Hunt and 
Downunder on night one.
   Come night two, though, Hunt pulled a 
bait and switch and revealed that it would 
be REDSHAW’s manager, Jimmy C, who 
would be teaming with him against the 
tag champs in non-title action. And it was 
Jimmy who took the pinfall just moments 
after a nearfall on Theseus from a roll-up.
   Both nights of Strike First, Strike Hard 
are available to view in full on YouTube. 
Search for ‘RCW#226’ to find the shows.
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VPW: BACKROOM BRAWL
Saturday, June 5
BARBED wire, thumbtacks, bamboo 
skewers and more were all on show as 
Venom Pro Wrestling hosted its 18+ event 
Backroom Brawl at Chardons Corner 
Hotel in Annerley QLD on June 5.
   Covid-19 restrictions meant a planned 
deathmatch main event between Jackson 
Spade and Rip Reilly could not go ahead 
as scheduled. But that didn’t stop the 
show from packing the kind of punch it 
set out to.
   Reilly instead squared off against EC 
Brownie in a hardcore match that made 
good use of the litany of weapons on 
hand. And there was more extreme action 
in a 20-person Hardcore Rumble, where 
Damian Thorne picked up the win to 
become VPW’s first-ever Backroom Brawl 
Champion, and a three-way tag team 
table match in which El Cartel beat Colt 
Winchester and Cherry Bombshell and 
Bobby Bishop and Lucille Brawl.
   The show, which included live music 
performances from Apate, Old Town and 
Monsters Up North, also had a strong 
undercard featuring Mark Davis of Aussie 
Open against Mitch Ryder in singles 
action and an Adam Brooks vs. Jake 
Nova grudge match.
   B-Lars and JL Gold also squared off 
in singles action, while Craven teamed 
with Jules Canan against the team of Zac 
Reynolds and James Jager.

NHPW: CARNIVAL FEVER
Sat-Mon, June 5-7
NEW Horizon Pro Wrestling (NHPW) 
celebrated Western Australia Day with 
a triple-header of live events at Perth’s 
Carnival Fever.
   Returning to the festival for a fourth 
year, a trio of shows took place across 
Saturday, Sunday and Monday, where 
former NHPW Warrior Rising Champion 
Creek Murdoch was crowned winner of 
the Fever Cup 2021 tournament.
  Murdoch claimed the prize after defeat-
ing Cannon Connors, Rogan Karguis and 
Rory Holmes in a four-way in the main 
event of the third and final day.

IPW: ALLEGIANCE
Saturday, June 5
ZEKE Andino was crowned Impact Pro 
Wrestling (IPW) Heavyweight Champion 
while the former champion was banished 
from the promotion following the main 
event of June’s Allegiance show.
   Andino defeated Luxford to become a 
two-time IPW Champion in a match that 
also had a Loser Leaves Town stipulation 
- as decided by fans via a Facebook poll. 
Luxford was eventually carried out kicking 
and screaming by security and referees 
before Andino cut a promo in the ring to 
close the evening.
   Also on the show, IPW Unified
Champion Bojack retained his title against 
Chad Atlas, and the Outlaw’s debut 
outing for the promotion ended in a 
defeat to Tim Hayden.
   The evening also began with a ten bell 
salute and a minute’s silence for Luke 
“Weird One” Chinn, who passed away in 
May. His memory was later honoured with 
a memorial match between Jackaroo and 
Kiwi Thriller for the Weirdcore title.

ROCK N ROLL WRESTLING: 
SUPER 8 QUALIFIERS 
Saturday, June 5
TWO new participants in the Rock ‘n 
Roll Wrestling Super 8 tournament were 
decided in Wollongong on June 5.
   Captain Keato sealed his qualification 
by beating Parker Tomas with his Six and 
Out finish in the evening’s main event, 
after Eric Fisher had earlier beaten Otis 
to secure his spot. Keato and Fisher join 
Big Fudge, Lee Morrow, Morgan Rose 
and the Tradie in the tournament after the 
quartet already qualified at a show back 
in April.
   The evening’s action had earlier opened 
with Unsocial Jordan beating Jay Sorbet 
after Aaron Jake interfered and hit Sorbet 
with his own Gold Rush briefcase. Jordan 
and Jake then left with the briefcase in 
tow. Although Jake wasn’t so lucky in 
his match later on, teaming with Belinda 
Pierce as the pair lost to Big Fudge and 
Shazza McKenzie, who were teaming 
together as the Choc Blockers.
   Otis then later made some kind of 
amends for his loss to Eric Fisher by 

teaming with Robbie and Donnie Zucco 
in a winning effort over Hunter Hayes, 
Dicko and the debuting Batchelor - but 
only thanks to a low blow. And there was 
also an appearance from the suspended 
Lucas Parker, who managed to get in by 
purchasing a ticket to the show before 
getting into a brawl with the Tradie.

VCW: ASHBURY EVOLUTION
Saturday, June 5
THE Polynesian Bulldozers extended their 
reign as Vulcan Championship Wrestling 
(VCW)’s Tag Team Champions with a win 
at Ashbury Evolution on the first weekend 
of June.
   Hudson Hulk and Prolifik the Gifted 
beat the Belief, the team of Johnny Starr 
and former VCW Champion Mike 
Valuable, to retain their belts. The duo 
are yet to be defeated since winning the 
championships way back in August 2019.
   Meanwhile, Lee Morrow got a win over 
Djaysonic. So too did JSP over Tommy 
Renegade, Samson Stone over Cristobal 
Cuevas, Prince of Leon over Josh Gatt 
and Tony Cruise over Ollie Wood.
   The VCW Championship was not de-
fended on the show, having been vacated 
in April after reigning champion Rusty 
Colt departed for the UK. The promotion 
has advised fans to stay posted via its 
social media pages for an announcement 
regarding the vacated title.

NEWY PRO: 89
Friday, June 11
MAT Diamond retained his Middleweight 
title, Sam Osborne was named number 
one contender and Newy Pro original 
Harley Wonderland wrestled her last 
match almost a decade after her debut 
for the promotion in June.
   Diamond’s defence against Jessica Troy 
opened Newcastle Pro Wrestling’s 89th 
major show, with the champ picking up 
the pin off the back of a Diamond Cutter 
after interference from the VeloCities.
   Osborne then scored a big win of his 
own in a four-way to determine a new 
number one contender for the NPW 
Heavyweight Championship, overcoming 
Jack J Bonza, Mat Rogers and Shayne 

EPW: EVOLUTION
Gate One Theatre, Claremont WA
Saturday, June 12

GRUDGE matches took centre stage at Explosive Pro 
Wrestling (EPW): Evolution as the promotion showcased 
the depth of its roster with three long-term storylines 
reaching their dramatic conclusions.
   With Heavyweight champ Mikey Nicholls not featuring 
on the card, the rematch between Gavin McGavin and 
Marcius Pitt - a feud that traces its roots back to March 
of last year - was given the chance to shine in the
evening’s main event.
   That came after Edith Night and Casey Johns settled 
their score in a Claremont Street Fight, bringing down 
the curtain on a beef that also began some 15 months 
ago when Night made her EPW singles debut.
   And Michael Morleone and Damian Slater seemingly 
laid their rivalry to rest, another story which has been 
simmering away since the latter interfered in Morleone’s 
Heavyweight title bout at Reawakening in January.

HAVING injured his wrist in their first encounter in April, 
McGavin was able to bait Pitt into a rematch two months 
down the line. Winning that match, though, proved a 
step too far after Pitt pinned him clean in the middle of 
the back of his trademark F5.
   The preceding action had proven why these two are 
so highly regarded, with Pitt’s big-hitting, power moves 
meshing perfectly with McGavin’s more cerebral style.

   Night and Johns told a rather different story, with 
Johns dominating much of the match before falling to 
a creatively cruel submission in which her head was 
wedged in a steel chair as Night locked in a modified 
crossface armbar scissors combination. And there was 
also a submission victory for Slater against Morleone, 
who sold a knee injury expertly throughout the match, 
via a reverse Figure Four Leg Lock.
   Three very different matches, but each one adding 
something new to the evening and excellently 
demonstrating how to put on a top-tier show in the 
absence of a Heavyweight Championship match.

OTHER matches at EPW: Evolution included a six-man 
tag pitting Bobby Marshall, Dan Moore and Jesse 
Lambert against Chris Target, Aaron Hawk and 
Johnathan Windsor, before a DQ finish in the 
Taskforce’s tag title defence against Zenith and Del 
Cano prompted a challenge of a Tornado Tag rematch 
at Hell or High Water on July 24.
   Julian Ward also faced James Harkenss, and Kaz 
Jordan squared off against Bruno Nitro, while Joel 
Hagan continued his rise with another domineering 
victory, this time over Ryan Allan.
   EPW has made the event available to watch for free 
via YouTube. Go to www.epwperth.com/2021/06/30/
free-event-evolution-2021/ to check it out.Johns submits to Night’s innovative submission.

Photo: Pix Photography.

Pitt goads McGavin after his win at Evolution.
Photo: Pix Photography,
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PWA: PRIZE BULLS ON PARADE
Factory Theatre, Marrickville NSW
Sunday, June 13

A CROOK referee, a fast three count and Don Marnell’s 
frequent interference cost Jessica Troy the PWWA 
Championship and saw Sam Osborne win his first major 
title with Pro Wrestling Australia (PWA).
   Osborne pinned Troy in the main event of PWA Black 
Label’s Prize Bulls on Parade, despite having earlier 
tapped out and after referee John Anderson feigned a 
hand injury to avoid counting to three when Troy
seemingly had the match won.
   The tapout came when the official was distracted by 
Marnell, and shortly after he refused to count a pinfall 
after Troy hit the double knees to the back of the head, 
claiming he had injured his hand and was unable to 
continue. Seconds later, Osborne rolled Troy up in a 
small package and got the win thanks to Anderson’s 
blatantly fast count.
   But those shenanigans did not detract from what was 
an excellent 23-minute main event match-up, filled with 
old school heel spots which helped it twist and turn 
towards its shocking conclusion. The result ends Troy’s 
reign almost two years to the day after she won the gold 
by beating Shazza McKenzie on June 14, 2019.

IT ALMOST goes without saying at this point that PWA 
continues to showcase some of the finest in-ring action 
you’ll see anywhere in Australia. What deserves almost 

ert after beating Cherry Stephens for the right to do so. 
Robert the Plant is, inevitably, super over by the way.
   There was also time for an eerie pre-match video 
package in which Mat Rogers attended dinner with 
Lyrebird Luchi and friends, ahead of their singles match 
later in the night. It, like just about everything on show 
during the evening, was a triumph for all involved and 
demonstrated the versatility of a PWA show in providing 
you with that little bit of everything.

STORY progression was also front and centre on the 
show. The main event obviously provides plenty to build 
on going forward, from a potential rematch for Troy to 
what appears to be the formation of a new faction with 
Anderson embracing and standing arm-in-arm with 
Osborne, Marnell and Will Keidis after the match.
   We also discovered that Evans would be involved in 
PWA Coliseum, although the scheduled August event 
has since been postponed due to Covid-19 
restrictions. The VeloCities then later announced their 
wish to challenge Aussie Open for the tag belts once 
more, only to be told an emphatic ‘no’ in a twist that 
blows the tag division wide open.
   Top to bottom, and both in the moment and with one 
eye on the future, Prize Bulls on Parade was a great 
show and one that’s well worth checking out via FITE.

From left: Marnell, Anderson, Osborne and Keidis celebrate 
after the dramatic conclusion of the main event.
Photo: New Photography Studios.

every bit as much credit though, is the level of 
variety we also see on those shows.
   The usual suspects helped provide the kind 
of top-tier wrestling we’ve grown accustomed 
to seeing from the promotion. Troy vs.
Osborne, plus a predictably brilliant tag title 
bout between Aussie Open and Light Speed 
Xpress, a fast a furious non-title three-way 
between PWA Champion Ricky South, 
Unsocial Jordan and Carter Deams, and a 
hard-hitting tag match pitting Jack J Bonza 
and Kingsley against MK Plus Ultra were 
perhaps the most notable highlights.
  And interspersed with that action were some 
lighter moments, including Big Fudge mis-
interpreting the rules of a Pick Your Poison 
match with Concrete Davidson and trying 
to get his opponent to literally drink a vat of 
poison. In a similar vein we saw Charli Evans 
sign for custody of a potted plant named Rob-

Sheffield-Sinclair along the way.
   But there was no such win for 
Wonderland in what proved to be her 
final match. Taking on Charli Evans in a 
No Disqualification Loser Leaves Town 
match, she took a powerbomb from the 
second rope through a table covered in 
thumbtacks and was finally downed with 
a lariat as Evans scored the win.
   Wonderland’s retirement comes almost 
14 years after her career began, and 
almost ten years after she wrestled in the 
first-ever Newy Pro show back in October 
2011. Evans, meanwhile, advances in the 
Queen of the Castle invitational tourna-
ment which will ultimately crown a new 
Women’s Champion for the promotion.  
   Also on the show, Will Kiedis beat Rita 
Stone, Ben Braxton and Tyson Reed 
defeated Adam Hoffman and Albie Anne 
Troska and Dazza beat Jimmy Townsend.
   The man event then saw Aussie Open 
pick up a win over the team of Carter 
Deams and Headhunter Rig after Rig 
inadvertently speared his partner.

PWSA: SUPERSLAM 11
Saturday, June 12
CHASE Magnum became number one 
contender to the Adelaide Open 
Championship, while two champions 
successfully retained their gold at Pro 
Wrestling South Australia (PWSA)’s 
Superslam 11 in June.
   Magnum won the Luke Morris Memorial 
Battle Royale in his second match of the 
night and will challenge for the Adelaide 
Open title at the promotion’s fifth anniver-
sary show on July 10. He is set to face 
Jonathan Corvidae for the gold, who had 
retained his championship earlier in the 
evening by defeating Violet Blitz.
   The night’s main event saw REDSHAW 
defend his PWSA Heavyweight Cham-
pionship against John E Radic, with the 
challenger picking up a DQ victory. That 
outcome sets up a rematch at the fifth 
anniversary show, due to be contested 
under Falls Count Anywhere rules.
   The card also featured Downunder 
and Jensen Hunt against Magnum and 
Grayson Parker, Jake Viper vs. Cazador, 
Acid Haze and Reilly Right against Cadie 
Tre and Twisted J as well as Brett 
Santorini vs. Kai Thorn.

WBPW: RAMPAGE
Saturday, June 19
ADAM Brooks came up short in his 
attempt to capture the Wide Bay Pro 
Wrestling (WBPW) Interstate title in
Maryborough QLD in June.
   Brooks was challenging Zac Reynolds 
for the championship and although he 
won on the night, the victory came via 
disqualification and so Reynolds retains in 
what was his first defence since winning 
the belt in April.
   Craven was also successful in 
defending his WBPW World title, coming 
out on top in a three-way with Jake Nova 
and Rip Rielly, and so too was James 
Hellfire in putting his Bruteforce title on 
the line against Roberto Puccini.
   Hellfire is set to face Gator down the 
line after he won a number one 
contender’s match with Reverend 
De’Ath later in the show.
   Also in action were Blair Seeker and 
Combat Wombat against the team of 
Billie Mac and Renegade, while Jack Tarr 
faced James Jaeger and Outback Adam 
squared off against Yeet Stevens.

TCW: OVER THE TOP
Saturday, June 19
LIAM Lacey booked himself a Tasmanian 
Championship Wrestling (TCW) title shot 
after outlasting the entire field on the way 
to winning a 22-person Rumble in 
Launceston in June.
   Lacey was the number one entrant in 
the match and went the distance by last 
eliminating Zakk Archer to earn a shot at 
the title he was stripped of moments after 
winning at TCW: Counter Attack in May.
   After the win, current TCW champ 
Adrian Alexander came out before 
declaring that Lacey’s title shot would be 
contested under Ironman rules with a 30 
minute time limit. The pair are set to meet 
on August 14 at TCW: Last Stand.
   Lacey had earlier tasted defeat in 
singles action against Dominic Knight, 
who himself made an impact in the 
subsequent Rumble match by helping 
himself to five eliminations along the way.
   He eventually made it to the final four 
before Zakk Archer got rid of him, who 
then sent Elliot Greyson on his way with 

the help of Lacey, before the latter 
secured the final elimination to pick up 
the victory.
   Other singles matches on the night 
included Greyson vs. Bojack and Andy 
Rhodes vs. Ayden Sage, while the 
recently unmasked Mercury revealed 
himself to be Aaron Lynch before 
squaring off with Eddie Jones.
  There was also a segment featuring 
Charli Rose, in which the recently turned 
heel declined a match with Mike Murphy 
before El Hijo de Doomslayer jumped 
Murphy and eventually choked him out 
with a sleeper hold.
   The event, as well as other TCW 
shows, is available to watch on the 
promotion’s streaming service, TCW On 
Demand, where a monthly subscription 
will set you back $7.99.
   Go to www.watch.tasmanianchampion-
shipwrestling.com.au/ for more 
information.

ASWA: A NIGHT TO
REMEMBER 2
Saturday, June 19
A ROLLERCOASTER 24 hours saw All 
Star Wrestling Alliance (ASWA) left without 
a main event before Keagan Brettle 
unexpectedly challenged for, and won, 
the promotion’s top title.
   AWSA Heavyweight Champion 
Kingston Eclipse had been due to defend 
against Perth-based Mikey Nicholls at A 
Night to Remember 2 on June 19. 
However the challenger was forced to pull 
out of the show due to concerns 
surrounding Sydney’s Covid-19 situation.
   That led to the champ instead issuing 
an open challenge on the night, which 
was answered by Brettle who would 
eventually go on to eclipse Eclipse and 
add the AWSA title to his growing 
collection of gold which already contains 
the Australian Wrestling Superstars (AWS) 
Hardcore Championship.
   Not only that but the newly crowned 
double-champ had been competing in his 
second match of the night, after earlier 
teaming with Lucius Wulfe to face Grant 
Linstrom, Harvey Falco and Jengis Kong 
in a two-on-three handicap Deathmatch.
   A jam-packed card also saw Robbie 
Eagles face Johnny Star and Dan Archer 
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and El Jaguar square off in a career vs 
mask match.
   Meanwhile, Bee Boy and Phil Picasso 
went two-on-two with Fergus Ferguson 
and Wesley Williams, Jack Dullahan faced 
Tyler Gunn in singles action and Hugh 
Beauty, Mr. Tremendous and Super Bison 
faced Goblin Kid, Paddy O’Reilly and 
Sammi Sabre in a six-person tag match.

POWERSLAM 8
Friday, June 25 
HAVOK defeated Jensen Hunt in the 
main event of Powerslam 8 to retain his 
Powerslam Championship in Parooka SA 
in June.
   The 21-year veteran, who won a 
tournament to capture the title back in 
April, beat Hunt to register his second de-
fence of the newly created championship.
   A short but strong undercard featured 
some familiar names of the South 
Australian scene, as Downunder faced 
Chase Magnum, John E Radic went 
up against James Kray and Kai Thorn 
squared off with Grayson Parker.
   Cadie Tre and Jonathan Cordivae also 
joined forces in tag team action, facing 
the team of Acid Haze and Twisted J.

AWE: BREAKOUT
Friday, June 25
PHIL Picasso teamed up with his old 
friend Psykotic to take on the team of 
Corruption and the Masked Mauler in the 
main event of Australian Wrestling Enter-
tainment (AWE)’s June 25 Breakout show.
   Psykotic had earlier defeated 
Corruption via disqualification, only to be 
jumped from behind after the match. And 
when Picasso’s subsequent meeting with 
the Masked Mauler ended in a no contest 
due to interference from Corruption, a 
challenge was issued for a tag team 
showdown which Picasso and Psykotic 
eventually won.
   Meanwhile, AWE Champion Billy Vax 
successfully defended his title against 
Scott Magnum, earning the pinfall after 
hitting his DDT. Jay Sorbet also defeated 
Otis in singles action, as did JJ Spartan 
against Trucker Taylor, while Robbie Zuc-
co, accompanied by Nikki Poteet, beat 
Bruza with the Figure Four Leg Lock.

   The event was able to go ahead despite 
restrictions in the Sydney area following a 
sharp rise in the number of Covid-19 
cases. A number of advertised matches 
were unable to take place as planned 
while fans were told they would need to 
wear masks at all times during the show.

WRESTLE RAMPAGE: 
RE-EMERGING
Saturday, June 26
A NEW beginning proved to be the end 
of an era as AJ Istria’s Wrestle Rampage 
career came to a halt at Re-Emerging 
in June.
   With the promotion returning to  
Cosgrove Hall in Clovelly Park SA, the 
scene of its first ever show, Istria put his 
career on the line against Joey Graham 
with the winner to be awarded a shot at 
the Australian National Championship.
   And ultimately it was Graham who 
came out on top, defeating Istria on the 
night some 12 years after the latter’s 
debut for the promotion in the very same 
venue back when it operated as
Explosive Pro Wrestling Adelaide.
   Graham’s win sets up a title match with 
Rat Daddy, set to take place in the same 
building on August 28.
   The champion, meanwhile, was in 
six-man tag action at Re-Emerging. He 
teamed with Corndog and Robby Heart in 
a winning effort against the new number 
one contender’s cronies Pat and Greg 
Graham and Will Gibson of the 
RenegadeZ.
   Lily Blaze also squared off against  
DELTA in a worthy replacement match 
after Jessica Troy, who was initially  
scheduled to face Blaze, was unable 
to travel to the show due to Covid-19 
restrictions in New South Wales.
   There was also a Wrestle Rampage  
debut for Julian Ward, winning a three-
way against Wam Bam Wellows and 
Bones Malone, while Tommy Knight’s 
stock continued to rise with a win over 
Damian Slater and the team of Corey 
Adams and Gentleman Jordan defeated 
Havok and Link Barnett via a 
disqualification.
   The entire event has since been made
available to watch for free on YouTube. 
Go to YouTube and search for ‘Wrestle
Rampage Re-emerging’ to check it out.

VPW: AFTERMATH 5
Saturday, June 26
THE Venom Pro Wrestling (VPW) 
Championship changed hands for the 
third time in four months as Spaceman 
Dacey regained the belt from Craven at 
Aftermath 5.
   Dacey, who won the title from Tim Kade 
in February before losing it to Craven in 
a three-way in April, gained retribution 
by recapturing the gold in the evening’s 
opener to kick-start his second reign.
   The main event then saw a second 
title change, as Dick Riggs won the VPW 
Origins Championship from B-Lars.
   Riggs was later congratulated on social 
media by Colt Winchester, who wrote: 
“When one of the good guys wins, it’s a 
win for all of us. Ridiculously proud of my 
boy, Dick Riggs. The world is yours for 
the taking, go and make it your own.”
   Speaking of Winchester, he too was 
in action as he teamed with Miss Cherry 
Bombshell against Bobby Bishop and 
Lucille Brawl. The match ended in a No 
Contest due to interference from VPW tag 
champs El Cartel.
   There were further developments in the 
tag team scene as Wacol’s Most Wanted 
won a three-way against number one 
contenders the Brotherhood and the 
Night Terrors. After the match, the Night 
Terrors seemingly disbanded after Damien 
Thorne turned on Ryan Thorne and 
Kobra Jones.
   Also on the card was Tequila Young 
vs. Blair Seeker, Jason Hyde vs. JL Gold 
and EC Brownie vs. Shinji, while Tiamat 
answered Tim Kade’s open challenge. 

MAYHEM PRO: MAYHEM
IN THE MARSH
Saturday, July 3
PRO wrestling came to Bacchus Marsh 
for what was advertised as the Victorian 
town’s first ever live show as Mayhem Pro 
hosted Mayhem in the Marsh in July.
   A sold-out crowd of 300 fans saw an 
action-packed card featuring some of 
Victoria’s top names as well as a host of 
up-and-coming stars in what was just 
the fourth event in the promotion’s history 
and it’s first since January of this year.
  JXT squared off against Jake Navara in 
the evening’s main event, with the former 

PCW: CARNAGE
South Eastern Entertainment Centre (SEEC), Ferntree Gully VIC
Saturday, July 3

THREE championships changed hands and a huge 
swerve played out in the main event as Professional 
Championship Wrestling (PCW) showcased an evening 
of old school wrestling goodness in Melbourne’s outer 
Eastern suburbs.
   The punchy six-match show, including four title bouts 
and which aired live on the FITE network, treated fans 
to some throwback stipulations such as a bare-knuckle 
brawl, a dunk tank match and a literal blood feud in the 
evening’s main event.
   The first title to change hands was the PCW Slam 
Championship, as Jarvis knocked off George Kendo in 
a fiery opener. Kendo was caught with a spin kick while 
attempting a suicide dive, allowIng the challenger to 
capitalise with a top-rope double footstomp to the back 
to pick up the 1-2-3.
   Next up, Johnny Della Rocco and Tommy Hellfire 
took on Lucas Daniels and Cass Stone in what was 
essentially a taped knuckle contest. The grittiness of this 
smash mouth brawl was a great contrast to the flashier, 
all-action opener, as Stone eventually used Rocco’s own 
brass knuckles against him to score the pinfall.
   And JJ Furno’s feel-good win over Nate Cross for the 

go ahead due to the latter being unable to attend the 
show. Royce Chambers instead stepped up and he and 
Aysha promptly put on an absolute banger.
   And the evening’s main event saw a huge twist as 
Mark Kage defended his PCW National Championship 
against Ryan Rapid of Rebel Before Kings (RB4K) in 
a Hardcore match. Kage, who was busted open the 
hard way early on here, would eventually get the win 
after RB4K members Karl Grove and Sammy Falcon hit 
the ring, only to turn on their stablemate and allow the 
champion to make the pin.
   Kage went on to cut an excellent post-show promo 
which you can catch on PCW’s Facebook page, which 
not only solidified the heel turn but also teased possible 
friction with his new factionmate Falcon.
   Very few promotions pop their live audience like PCW 
does. The response to Furno’s title win was evidence 
enough of that. And those reactions have everything to 
do with the hard work of management, producers, writ-
ers and talent. Check out the show for yourself via FITE, 
the PCW Network at www.pcwaustralia.pivotshare.com 
or the Australian Wrestling Network via www.awn.
pivotshare.com.

PCW National Champion Mark Kage sided with RB4K during a dramatic 
main event at PCW: Carnage. Photo: PCW

for PCW Ignition title, which had 
the SEEC crowd going utterly 
bonkers, closed out the first half 
of the show in a cracking match 
which could easily have main 
evented the entire evening.
   Back from the break, we saw 
Jason Blade and Seth Tanner 
gearing up to face the Sly Guys 
for the PCW tag belts - but not 
before the champs’ manager 
Ruby Raye was suspended 
above icy water in a dunk tank. 
She was promptly dropped into 
said tank after Blade and Tanner 
won the match, and the titles, 
after hitting Dreyden with their 
version of the 3D. They will now 
face Daniels and Stone for the 
belts at some point in the not too 
distant future.
   A scheduled match between 
Aysha and Kellyanne could not 
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picking up the win to a big pop after an 
elbow drop from the top rope. After the 
match, JXT celebrated the win with a 
couple of Whiteclaws, only to be jumped 
from behind by Navara before Santiago 
Silva came out to make the save.
   Silva was one of a number of newer 
faces who graced the ring earlier in the 
show. He went up against Mitch 
Waterman, while Big Boris made his 
debut against Cousin Ali and Scotty 
Roach took on Ritchie Taylor. The team 
of Big Dave and Rickie Gilmore, who are 
graduates from JXT’s Relentless School 
of Pro Wrestling and known collectively 
as Big Dude Energy, were also in action 
against Jett Rouka and Tyson Baxter.
   More seasoned names were also on the 
card, including Erika Reid and FOX, while 
there was a rare appearance for Syd 
Parker against Atlas Whittaker and Gore 
took on Lochy Hendricks just two days 
after the latter announced his “resigna-
tion” from Melbourne City Wrestling.
   Watch the show for free via Mayhem 
Pro’s YouTube channel or searching for 
‘Mayhem in the Marsh’ on the site.

APW: BREAKOUT 23
Friday, July 9
NEW Adrenaline Pro Wrestling (APW) 
Tag Team Champions were crowned as 
the promotion returned to action after 
two events had been postponed due to 
Covid-19 restrictions.
   Blake Curtis and James Marshall of 
Conflict Axiom claimed the belts after 
overcoming the Inmates in the evening’s 
main event. Curtis picked up the pinfall 
clean in the middle of the ring after hitting 
Inmate 47 with a pop-up chokebomb.
   Meanwhile, Valido became the number 
one contender to the APW Breakout 
Championship. He won a three-way 
involving Matty Wild and Tom Barrett, 
scoring the victory after breaking up 
Barrett’s pin attempt on Wild with a 
double footstomp from the top rope.
   The reigning Breakout champion, 
Jordan Samson, did not defend his title 
on the show but he was in tag team 
action, wrestling alongside Adam Crowe 
against Zane Zodiac and Mike Kaos. After 
the match, a four-way was announced 
for the upcoming Breakout show on July 
30 where all four men will compete for 

Samson’s championship, although that 
event was later postponed.
  Other matches to feature on the night
included Zakk vs. Josh Redfield, Nate 
Nitro vs. Chase Williams, Broderick
Valentine vs. Nova Nicholls and Ronin 
Walker vs. SOM.

PWSA: 5TH ANNIVERSARY
Saturday, July 10
REDSHAW and Jonathan Cordivae both 
extended their title reigns as Pro Wrestling 
South Australia (PWSA) celebrated its fifth 
anniversary show in July - although the 
pair did so under contrasting 
circumstances.
   Cordivae faced Chase Magnum with his 
Adelaide Open Championship on the line, 
and while he left the building with the belt 
in tow it was only after a DQ decision.
   For Redshaw, meanwhile, the outcome 
was slightly more clear cut as he won a 
Falls Count Anywhere match with John E 
Radic in the evening’s main event in his 
PWSA Heavyweight title defence.
   Also on the show, Vicious and 
Delicious - the team of Downunder and 
Jensen Hunt - beat the Var-City Villains 
Brandon Black and Cayden Cornell, while 
Ace Wilson and Acid Haze against Cadie 
Tre and Twisted J ended in a double 
disqualification.
   Singles matches also saw Colossus go 
head to head with Grayson Parker, before 
Jake Viper faced Party Guy Ty and Kai 
Thorn went up against Cazador.
   PWSA is due to return to action on 
August 14. Updates to follow via the 
promotion’s Facebook page.

SHWA: MIDYEAR MAYHEM
Saturday, July 10
TWO new champions were crowned  at 
Southern Hemisphere Wrestling 
Association (SHWA)’s midyear event at 
Perth’s Cannington Exhibition 
Showgrounds in July.
   The show’s opener saw the Great 
George successfully challenge Chadwick 
Jackson for the SHWA Pride Champion-
ship, before Julian Ward later defeated 
Zenith in the final of a tournament to 
determine the new SHWA Heavyweight 
Champion after the title had been vacated 

in April.
   There were to be no new Tag Team 
Champions crowned, however, as the 
Pocket Rockets, Jules Canan and Ryan 
Rivers, successfully defended their belts 
against Tommy and Johnny Dux twice in 
the space of a single night.
   Davis Storm also scored a big win, 
defeating Seth Kincaid. But perhaps the 
biggest victory of them all was Chris 
Target’s win in the 20-man Midyear 
Mayhem Rumble match. 
   Target entered at number 20 and ended 
as the last man standing before staring 
down the newly-crowned SHWA champ 
Ward to close the show. Ward and Target 
are due to square off in singles action with 
the gold on the line at SHWA: High Noon 
on Saturday, August 7.

PWP: SERPENT BAR
SHOWDOWN
Saturday, July 10
BULLDOG Bailey and Matt Midnight 
captured the Pro Wrestling Power (PWP) 
Tag Team Championships as the 
promotion held its first ever outdoor event 
in the Serpent Bar of Cairns’ Summer-
house Backpackers.
   The duo won the gold after coming out 
on top in a three-way elimination match 
involving the team of Matt Midnight and 
Steve Andrews and the defending cham-
pions Dan the End and Mad Mick.
   All six men had already been in action 
earlier that evening, taking part in a Battle 
Royale to determine the new number one 
contender to the PWP title.
   Dan the End and Mad Mick then 
successfully defended their tag titles 
against Matt Midnight and Steve Andrews 
ahead of that three-way elimination match 
for the belts.
   And in the evening’s main event, Chaos 
retained the PWP Championship by 
defeating Marshall Sampson in an 
unsanctioned match. He is set to face 
Midnight down the line, after the latter 
won the number one contender’s Battle 
Royale earlier in the evening.
   The promotion’s next show is set to 
take place at the same venue on 
Saturday, August 14. Follow PWP on 
Facebook for more information.

DMDU: COME CORRECT
Volta, Ballarat VIC
Saturday, July 10

THE Sensational Will Walker lived up to his name with 
a, well, sensational performance as he stepped up to 
wrestle not one but two impromptu deathmatches in the 
space of a single night.
   The rookie was initially only at Deathmatch Down-
under’s Come Correct show to “help out,” according 
to the promotion’s co-founder Joel Bateman. But after 
illness prevented Gweedo from appearing in his sched-
uled Four Corners of Pain Deathmatch against Vixsin, 
Walker put his hand up and very willingly took his spot.
   And again he was on the mark to step up to the plate 
in the main event when Jason Krusher Cole was unable 
to continue due to injury.
   Walker would take bumps onto thumbtacks, cacti (yes, 
cacti) and light tubes, and that was only in his first
outing. Bateman then put him through his paces in a 
match featuring glass, gusset boards, a saw to the 
forehead, plus a Canadian Destroyer onto a door 
covered in light tubes. The match peaked towards its 
conclusion when Walker kicked out on one after taking 
a Meteora through a stack of light tubes, a spot that 
popped the raucous crowd at Ballarat’s Volta nightclub. 

stack of light tubes.
   I can’t be the only one left 
with the feeling that only 
DMDU could concoct such 
a match that goes from one 
wrestling extreme to the 
other, and that only DMDU 
could pull it off so well.
   Following the match, JXT 
declared his intention to 
challenge Taylor for the 
DMDU Championship.
   It proved an extraordinary 
event for so many reasons, 
and it’s one that you can 
watch back now via www.
independentwrestling.tv, 
where a subscription will 
set you back $10 USD per 
month. Or roughly half the 
price of one of Damian 
Rivers and JXT’s precious 
action figures.

Joel Bateman pays his respects to Will Walker after an amazing showing in his 
DMDU debut. Photo: Jake Hurdle Photography

   And although he ultimately came up short, safe to say 
he earned the approval of everyone in that building, not 
least of all Bateman who insisted on partaking in the 
traditional pop-a-light-tube-over-your-head post-match 
ritual to commemorate Walker’s performance.
   Walker’s was anything but the only major story to play 
out on the night, though. Ritchie Taylor chalked up his 
first successful defence of the DMDU Heavyweight 
Championship with a win over Mad Dog in the opening 
match of the night. And a vicious Dog Collar match 
between York and Callen Butcher ended with York
jamming skewers into the inside of Butcher’s cheek, 
before choking him out with a steel chain.
   Perhaps the most infamous outing of the evening, 
though, was the wonderfully wacky - wait for it - ‘Fans 
Bring the Action Figures’ Deathmatch for the DMDU 
Wrestling Action Figures Collecting Championship 
between JXT and Damian Rivers.
   What started as a match between two grown men 
fighting with action figures soon evolved into a 
quintessentially brutal contest which ended in bloody 
fashion and with JXT being powerbombed through a 
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MCW: WINTER WARFARE
Thornbury Theatre, Thornbury VIC
Saturday, July 10

STORYTELLING took centre stage as Melbourne City 
Wrestling (MCW) set up a number of new angles - and 
paid off a major world title match - at Winter Warfare.
   Adam Brooks’ MCW World Championship clash with 
Caveman Ugg got the show off to a brilliant start in the 
opener. The champ would eventually retain his title after 
a Swanton Bomb for a hard-fought victory, ending Ugg’s 
winning streak in singles action which had dated back 
to January 2020.
   From there, a number of narratives were given a 
platform to play out. During a reading of the ‘last will 
and testament’ of former Intercommonwealth Champion 
Locky Hendricks, who on July 1 announced his
resignation from MCW, it was revealed that he would be 
deciding his successors to both his Intercommonwealth 
Championship and his Australian Legends Contract.
   Royce Chambers was heavily teased before Rocky 
Menero was eventually awarded the belt, opening the 
door for a possible showdown between the two. And 
before the beneficiary of the Legends Contract could 
be announced, Krackerjak interrupted and declared he 
would be facing the mystery man in one month’s time to 
fight for the honour of holding that contract.
   Even in his absence, Hendricks continues to have his 

presence felt.
   Two singles stars also scored major wins - though for 
rather different reasons. Rookie Tony Villani notched his 
first-ever win in MCW by forcing Anth Cava to submit to 
the sharpshooter. And Mitch Waterman, winner of the 
2021 Ballroom Brawl, dug deep to beat Edward Dusk 
as his journey from tag champion to singles contender 
gains momentum.
   MCW Women’s Champion Kellyanne, meanwhile, 
introduced us to her new lackey, Harrison Quinero. 
He would go on to cause the distraction that ultimately 
helped Kellyanne retain her belt against a debuting 
DELTA, who has impressed in RCW in recent months.
   The biggest development of the night, though, came 
in the aftermath of the evening’s main event between 
Slex and Menero for his newly acquired 
Intercommonwealth Championship.
   With Slex looking close to forcing a tapout, Menero’s 
buddies from Adelaide, Eli Theseus and Gabriel Aeros, 
stormed the ring to make the save and force the DQ.
   Chambers soon arrived to halt the three-on-one beat-
down, and he was followed shortly by Tome and Stevie 
Filip – only for the brothers to then turn on Slex and align 
themselves with Menero, Theseus and Gabriel.
   What made the turn all the more emphatic were the 
events from a Tag title three-way earlier in the show. The 
Filips brothers had defended against the Mile High Club 
and Theseus and Gabriel, with the former two seemingly 
desperate to get their hands on the MCW tag champs, 
though never quite getting the opportunity.
   Come the end of the night, it was clear it had all been 
a ruse. They never wanted to get to them, and most of 
us had eaten it up hook line a sinker. A smart use of the 
rules of a three-way tag match and a real bombshell to 
end the show on.
   The action wasn’t quite over yet, as Waterman and 
Villani hit the ring to back up Slex and Chambers. And 
shortly after Slex challenged Menero and his boys to a 
five-on-five elimination match at MCW: Fight to Survive.
   Between that, a possible IC title feud and a match for 
the Australian Legends Contract - not to mention Brooks 
and Kellyanne’s next steps - MCW once again strikes 
the balance of delivering a jam-packed show that still 
leaves you wanting more.
   The upcoming Fight to Survive show, originally set for 
August, has since been pushed back to September 11.

Menero and his new teammates were challenged 
to a five-on-five elimiantion match vs. Team Slex at 
MCW: Fight to Survive. Photo: Digital Beard.

RCW: AN EYE FOR AN EYE
Arkaba Hotel, Fullarton SA
Sunday, July 11

HAVOK won the Riot City Wrestling (RCW) Championship 
in just 13 seconds after Matt Hayter was set up in the 
closing moments for a dramatic finale to July’s Eye for an 
Eye show.
   After the champion defeated Nick Armstrong to retain 
his title, Havok made his way to the ring to let Hayter know 
that next month, he’d be cashing in on the championship 
opportunity afforded to him after winning the Keys to the 
City back in February.
   However, it was a bluff. Hayter was low blowed by the 
cameraman, later revealed to be Benjamin Rosenthal, 
before Havok unlocked his opportunity there and then, hit 
the package piledriver and picked up the 1-2-3.
   Havok, a veteran of more than 20 years, is now a double 
champion, adding the RCW belt to the Powerslam
Wrestling Championship that he won back in April. Prior to 
that victory, you have to go back almost 15 years to find 
the last time Havok won a singles title.
   The evening’s other championship match saw RCW Tag 
Team Champions Eli Theseus and Gabriel Aeros go up 
against the team of JJ Furno and Royce Chambers.
   Furno and Chambers had been made to wait for their 
shot after being unable to travel to RCW’s previous show 
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Adam Brooks with Chris Basso in his sights.
Photo: Compass Photography

HAVOK is the new RCW Heavyweight Champion 
after defeating Matt Hayter. Photo: RCW.

due to Covid restrictions, however it was the champions 
who retained due to referee stoppage. Chambers had 
been stuck in Aeros’ Figure Four Leg Lock when Theseus 
hit a Frog Splash from the top rope, and shortly after he 
was unable to keep his arm raised as the referee checked 
for consciousness.
   Adam Brooks also scored a big win in the C4 Absolute 
Grand Prix. He beat Chris Basso to become the only man 
to move onto four points from the first two matches,
putting him in pole position in the tournament standings. 
Mike Boomer defeated James Kray in the other 
tournament match to get off the mark with two points. 
The eventual winner is set to be crowned the inaugural 
RCW Emerald Crown Champion.
   Also on the show, Dean Brady defeated DELTA in a 
brother versus sister bout. After the match, and despite 
DELTA’s loss, Brady admitted he had been wrong about 
not wanting to wrestle alongside his sister and accepted 
her wish for the pair to become a tag team.
   Earlier in the evening, Havok had teamed with Kit
Condor and Scotty Harman to face Cadie Tre, Downunder 
and Jensen Hunt, while Jett Armstrong and REDSHAW 
later tagged together against the Var-City Villains, Brandon 
Black and Cayden Cornell.



TOP END WRESTLING:
GEEKFEST
Saturday, July 10
WRESTLING returned to the Northern 
Territory as Top End Wrestling staged its 
first public performances with a four-
part show at Geekfest Top End 2021 in 
Palmerston.
   Familiar faces from Darwin Pro 
Wrestling, which folded in 2020 and is 
seen as the predecessor to Top End 
Wrestling, were featured throughout the 
evening with an eight-person tournament, 
a Rumble match and other singles bouts 
taking place.
   Locky Phoenix was the eventual winner 
of the tournament, defeating Barry Starr 
in the final after overcoming Echo and 
Harry Starr en route. Madness, mean-
while, won the Geekfest Rumble match.
   Erika Reid was also in action. She took 
on Barry Starr after the latter’s victory 
over Il Magnificio which earned him a bye 
to the tournament final.
   Starr had been gloating about his 
victory and demanded another match - a 
challenge duly accepted by Reid, only for 
Starr to score a narrow win thanks to a 
helping hand from his brother Harry.

QWA: DOMINANCE
Saturday, July 17
A SOLD-OUT crowd at Townsville’s 
Centenary Hotel Pimlico watched 
Queensland Wrestling Alliance (QWA) 
stage its biggest show of the year, as 
Tommy Asguard retained his QWA United 
Heavyweight Championship against Zakk 
Gardner in the evening’s main event.
   He is now set to face Gabriel in August 
following the latter’s win at Dominance. 
Gabriel defeated B-Lars, Champ Phoenix 
and Edmund Blayr in a four-way elimina-
tion match to become QWA Middleweight 
Champion, before approaching Asguard 
after the main event and signalling his 
intention to go after the big one.
   There was also drama in a six-person 
tag match as Trent O’Day turned his back 
on Mad Dog Club Australia and sided 
with Dead Man’s Hand. Also of note was 
Seth Tylors putting it all on the line with a 
huge dive from the top of a balcony. You 
can find the clip on his Twitter page.

   Other matches on the card included 
Sam Cannon vs. Klaus Sterling, EC 
Brownie against Venom Pro Wrestling 
(VPW) Origins champ Dick Riggs in a 
non-title bout and Bubbles Calhoun vs. 
Ref Kyle Jackson.
   QWA’s next event featuring Gabriel vs. 
Asguard is set for August 14 and will also 
take place from the Centenary Pimlico 
Hotel.

SUPLEX: HOMEGROWN 3
Saturday, July 17
SUPLEX Pro Wrestling has thanked fans 
for ‘helping the business recover’ 
following a ‘hugely successful’ 
fundraiser event.
   The promotion staged the event in an 
attempt to recover some of the losses 
incurred from cancelling a number of 
shows due to Covid-19 restrictions, 
including one event that was axed mere 
hours before showtime.
   A line-up of exclusively homegrown 
talent was headlined by a deathmatch 
main event pitting Xero against Jackson 
Spade, which left a trail of tables, chairs 
and light tubes in its wake.
   JB Hazard also defended his SUPLEX 
Undisputed Championship against Mat 
Gauge, while Benny the Backrower put 
his SUPLEX Streaming Championship 
on the line against Johnny Vercetti. Other 
contests included Miles Malice vs. Los 
Trios and Chris Stevens vs. Alan.
   The event was streamed live on 
YouTube and is still available to watch 
back on demand.
   Head to YouTube and search for 
‘Suplex - Homegrown 3’ to check it out.

POWERSLAM 9: SATURDAY 
NIGHT SHOWDOWN
Saturday, July 17
JONATHAN Cordivae took another step 
forward in his quest to become the 
longest-reigning Pro Wrestling South Aus-
tralia (PWSA) Adelaide Open Champion in 
history as Powerslam Wrestling hosted its 
first-ever Saturday night show.
   He racked up his fifth successful 
defence of the belt by overcoming former 
champ Twisted J. The win moved 

Cordivae past Wam Bam Bellows’ 118-
day reign from 2011, and he has since 
overtaken Acid Haze’s 120-day reign 
in 2015. Next on that list is the man he 
defeated on July 17, Twisted J, who held 
the gold for 160 days, but he still has 
a long way to go to top Matt Hayter’s 
record 371-day stint with the belt.
   Also on the show, John E Radic and 
Savannah Summers joined forces in tag 
team action, defeating the team of James 
Kray and Violet Blitz.
   The evening was then main evented 
by a second tag bout, as Vicious and 
Delicious, the team of Jensen Hunt and 
Downunder, saw off Blarzay and the 
Powerslam Wrestling Champion Havok.
   Other matches on the card included 
Cadie Tre vs. Tyler Daniels, Cayden 
Cornell vs. Grayson Parker and Kai 
Thorn vs. Chase Magnum.

NHPW: PATH TO GREATNESS
Saturday, July 31
LENA Kross became a double champion 
in New Horizon Pro Wrestling (NPHW) 
after defeating Rogan Karguis to win the 
Art of Fighting Championship in front of a 
packed house at Cockburn Youth Centre 
in Success WA.
   Kross, the reigning Indigurlz Champion, 
defeated the man she ousted as leader 
of the Future Legends just days after he 
had become the second-longest reigning 
champion in the company’s history.
   His stint with the gold was eventually 
halted at 560 days, but only after heavy 
interference from Kross’ current - and 
Karguis’ former - stablemates.
   Speaking of whom, Rory Holmes won 
a 23-person Rumble match, in which he 
unintentionally eliminated his teammate 
and fellow NHPW SST Legacy Tag Team 
Champion Cameron Stone along the way.
   The evening’s other title match saw 
Salem Sixx face Anthony Drake for the 
NHPW Hybrid title. Sixx would eventually 
retain after a Desecrator DDT off the top 
rope to notch his first defence of the belt 
he won back in May.
   Also in singles action were Kiel Steria 
and Holmes and Jebediah and James 
Draker, while Tommihana Kaiser, 
accompanied by Hiwa Almasy and 
Whetu, faced Damien Chase and Nathan 
Chambers in a handicap match.

Reports
EPW: HELL OR HIGH WATER
Gate One Theatre, Claremont WA
Saturday, July 24

MIKEY Nicholls successfully defended his Explosive Pro 
Wrestling (EPW) Heavyweight Championship against 
Kyle Steria, thanks partly to the impact of Damian Slater, 
as all eyes fell on Western Australia for their weekend fill 
of pro wrestling action.
   With lockdowns affecting more than half of the entire 
Australian population, Perth was one of few major cities 
where a wrestling show could take place. And EPW 
made the most of the spotlight with a jam-packed show 
   The EPW Heavyweight Championship bout pitted 
Nicholls against Steria after the latter won the EPW
Invitational in April to earn his title opportunity.
   However, that chance was marred by outside 
interference and - despite Steria taking out a sea of 
bodies with a huge top rope dive into the crowd - Nich-
olls made the most of a helping hand from Slater, who 
clocked the challenger with the title belt to allow the 

was answered by Davis Storm, while Gavin McGavin 
faced Joel Hagan, Michael Morleone went one-on-one 
with Chris Target and the aforementioned Slater met his 
former trainee Julian Ward. And there was another big 
tag match to open the evening as Bobby Marshall and 
Dan Moore faced Casey Johns and James Harkness.
   We also saw Chris J Lazareth reveal a new client, 
although it wasn’t quite the one we expected. After 
Bruno Nitro refused to join his group, a challenge was 
laid out for a tag match alongside a partner of his 
choosing against Kaz Jordan and the newest member 
of the CJL group, Joel Hagan.
   Western Australia could be considered fortunate to 
have avoided lockdowns as severe as those of many 
of other states, but there’s nothing lucky about the hard 
work put in at these EPW events, as the promotion con-
tinues to build momentum with another top tier showing.

TMDK Reanimated buddies Mikey Nicholls and Damian Slater celebrate after the 
former’s EPW Heavyweight Championship defence. Photo: Pix Photography.

champ to score the 
victory.
   Next in line for a title 
shot could be Taylor
King, who won a 
five-person number one 
contender’s bout also 
involving Jesse Lambert, 
Kaz Jordan, Marcius Pitt 
and Tyler Jacobs.
   It wasn’t all plain 
sailing for King, though, 
as he came up short in 
his EPW Tag Team title 
defence. He and partner 
Jack Edwards had chal-
lenged the team of Del 
Cano and Zenith to a no 
disqualification Tornado 
Tag match, only to then 
lose and surrender the 
gold after seven months 
with the belts.
   A host of star-studded 
midcard matches added 
further depth to the 
evening’s card. They 
included Edith Night’s 
open challenge, which 
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Saturday 7 August   SHPW: HIGH NOON   Cannington Showgrounds, Cannington WA

Saturday 7 August    POWERSLAM 10   Research Road, Pooraka SA

Saturday 14 August   QWA: GABRIEL VS. ASGUARD   Centenary Hotel, Pimlico QLD

Satruday 14 August   PWSA: JUSTICE   Karadinga Sports Centre, Modbury North SA

Friday 20 August   APW: BREAKOUT 24   Sir Laurence Drive, Seaford VIC

Saturday 21 August   DMDU: PEER PRESSURE FROM DEAD PEOPLE   Arrow on Swanston, Carlton VIC

Saturday 21 August   DMDU: DEATH RULES EVERYTHING AROUD ME   Arrow on Swanston, Carlton VIC

Saturday 21 August   PCW: IGNITION   South Eastern Entertainment Centre, Ferntree Gully VIC

Saturday 21 August   NHPW: GUARDIANS OF WRESTLING   Cockburn Youth Centre, Success WA

Saturday 21 August   VPW: OVERLOAD 5   Showmens Club, Yatala QLD

Sunday 22 August   RCW: The DEVIL YOU KNOW   Arkaba Hotel, Fullarton SA

Sunday, August 22   6 BELOW FIGHT CLUB: HAPPY DEATH DAY   Sir Laurence Drive, Seaford VIC

Saturday 28 August   EPW: TICKET TO MADNESS   Claremont Showgrounds, Claremont WA

Saturday 28 August   PCW: ENERGY   South Eastern Entertainment Centre, Ferntree Gully VIC

Saturday 4 September   MCW: FUSION   MCW Headquarters, Somerton VIC

Friday 10 September   WRESTLEROCK 32   Corner Hotel, Richmond VIC

Saturday 11 September   MCW: FIGHT TO SURVIVE   Thornbury Theatre, Thornbury VIC

Friday-Saturday 3-4 Septebmer   APW: III & IV ANNIVERSARY SHOW   Sir Laurence Drive, Seaford VIC

Saturday 18 September   PCW: IGNITION   South Eastern Entertainment Centre, Ferntree Gully VIC

Saturday 23 October   GCW: WRESTLEVERSARY   Geelong West Town Hall, Geelong West VIC

Saturday 23 October   MAYHEM PRO: MAYHEM IN THE MARSH REVENGE   Main Street, Bachus Marsh VIC

Saturday 6 November   GCW: WRESTLEBATTLE   Italian Sports Club, Werribee VIC

Upcoming eventsUpcoming events


